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Coordinating on meaning in communication

Abstract

How do we manage to understand each other, given that we are not telepathic? Human lan-
guages are a powerful solution to this challenging coordination problem. They provide stable,
shared expectations about how the words we say correspond to the beliefs and intentions in our
heads. However, to handle an ever-changing environment where we constantly face new things to
talk about and new partners to talk with, linguistic knowledge must be flexible: we give old words
new meaning on the fly. My dissertation investigates the cognitive mechanisms that support this bal-
ance between stability and flexibility. Chapter 1 introduces the overarching theoretical framework of
communication as a meta-learning problem. Computational models of semantic meaning must ex-
plain both the speaker’s initial expectations about how words will be understood by novel partners
and the dynamics of how these expectations may shift over the course of a particular conversation.
Chapter 2 proposes a computational model that formalizes the problem of coordinating on meaning
as hierarchical probabilistic inference, which I argue satisfies both of these conditions. Community-
level expectations provide a stable prior, and dynamics within an interaction are driven by partner-
specific learning. Chapter 3 exploits recent connections between this hierarchical Bayesian frame-
work and continual learning in deep neural networks to propose and evaluate a computationally
efficient algorithm implementing this same model at scale in an adaptive neural image-captioning
agent. In Chapter 4, I provide an empirical basis for further model development by quantitatively
characterizing convention formation behavior in a new corpus of natural-language communication
in the classic Tangrams task. By using techniques from natural language processing to examine the
(syntactic) structure and (semantic) content of referring expressions, we find that pairs coordinate
on equally efficient but increasingly idiosyncratic solutions to the problem of reference. Chapter 5
uses an artificial-language reference game paradigm to test the hypothesis that communicative con-
text systematically shapes which conventions form. Finally, Chapter 6 investigates the generality of
the proposed computational mechanisms by examining convention formation in a graphical com-
munication task. Taken together, this line of work builds a computational foundation for a dynamic
view of meaning in communication.
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1
Introduction

We do not have to learn language from scratch with every new person we meet.

A native of Chicago can try out a coffee shop in San Francisco without needing to laboriously work

out with the barista a brand-new way of ordering an ‘espresso,’ and a 21st century reader can largely

make sense of a 19th century novel without any personal contact with its author. This degree of

stability across geography and time can make language indispensable for coordination in a social

species: everyone who belongs to a language community assumes that others will share at least some

common beliefs, or global conventions, about what words mean (Lewis, 1969). In this sense, the abil-

ity to competently generalize to novel communicative partners in novel contexts is what it means to

be fluent in a language.
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At the same time, no two speakers of a language share exactly the same lexicon, and to make

matters worse, speakers seem to constantly come up with new expressions and senses on the fly

(Davidson, 1986; H. H. Clark, 1998). Drop into any conversation between friends and you’ll be wad-

ing in a stream of shorthand, lingo, slang, references, and inside jokes — some of which you might

understand, but the rest of which may be meaningful to them alone. While it is tempting to think

of word meanings as residing only in dictionaries, we instead find ourselves continually negotiating

new meanings for old words to communicate complex thoughts, intentions, and beliefs in context.

Across repeated interactions with a particular partner or group or partners, we build up intricate,

idiosyncratic models: not just about how we as English speakers collectively use language, but how

this person is expected to use language. We learn the contours of their speech and form local conven-

tions from our shared history. Complex stories or ideas that took long discursive conversations to

initially cover can be referred back to using a brief turn of phrase. Most strikingly, this adaptation

can take place to different degrees over any time-scale: from years of close scientific collaboration to a

few minutes in a doctor’s office.

A core puzzle for cognitive science, then, is reconciling the overarching stability of our linguistic

representations with our remarkable flexibility in coordinating on new meanings. What do we do

when our global conventions aren’t sufficient — when we have to talk about something we’ve never

had to talk about before with a partner we’ve never met? How do we adapt so quickly? And how do

we determine which learned meanings we can expect to stably generalize to new contexts or partners,

and which only hold in the narrow scope of one partner?

To address this puzzle, we begin by breaking down the computational challenge of coordinating

on meaning into three distinct problems. While this dissertation will primarily focus on the second,

we will argue that all three are tightly intertwined in supporting the stability and flexibility of com-

munication.

1. Prior expectations: When we first encounter a new communication partner in a new context,
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we call upon some representation about what we think different signals mean to them. This
representation of meaning must be sensitive to the overall statistics of the population: more
people are familiar with the use of dog to refer to the beloved pet than sclerotic aorta to refer
to the potentially dangerous health condition. It must also be sensitive to the immediate
context of the interaction: a cardiologist should have different expectations about a novel
colleague than a novel patient.

2. Rapid adaptation: Within a few minutes of conversation, we can considerably strengthen
our expectations about our partner’s lexicon based on earlier utterances and feedback, and
adjust our own usage accordingly. For example, even if we are not initially familiar with the
term sclerotic aorta, a few minutes spent discussing the condition in simpler terms should
make us more confident using the term with that partner in the future. This social learning
mechanism must allow for signal reduction – simpler, more efficient ways of referring to
the same thing over time – and path-dependence: early reinforcement of certain meanings
increases their later usage, however arbitrary or provisional they began.

3. Generalization: When we encounter the same partner in a new context, we should expect
some ‘stickiness’ from previous learning. Language does not reset at context boundaries. In
addition, the lexical model we’ve learned within a conversation should be largely partner-
specific. Just because we now expect Partner A to be familiar with a sclerotic aorta shouldn’t
radically change our expectations about Partner B. Over enough interactions with different
language users from the same community, however, our initial representations should shift.
To generalize appropriately, we must be able to correctly attribute whether a usage is idiosyn-
cratic to a particular speaker, or a global convention we should expect to hold across a whole
community.

In the remainder of Chapter 1, we consider the empirical evidence supporting the role each of

these three core competencies, reinterpret this evidence from a computational perspective, and dis-

cuss several broader implications. Though more wide-ranging sources of data could potentially be

relevant, we restrict our present scope to a family of interactive communication experiments called

repeated reference games that will be used extensively in subsequent chapters. This task provides a

natural and productive paradigm for studying how people coordinate on meaning in the lab.
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ROUND 1

This one looks like a person  
who’s ice skating, except 
they’re sticking two arms  

out in front. The ice skater.

speaker listener speaker listener

ROUND 6
Figure 1.1: Generic setup for repeated reference game task in the lab using stimuli fromWilkes-Gibbs & Clark (1986);

on every round, the speaker refers to each target in some context, and the listener attempts to pick out the intended

referent. Both players are free to speak at any time.

1.1 Using repeated reference games to study convention formation in the lab

In their simplest design (see Fig. 1.1), pairs of participants are shown arrays of objects, presented in

randomized order. On each round of the game, one player – the speaker – must produce a message

allowing their partner to select a given target from the context. By fixing a closed set of referents and

a clear communicative goal in common ground, these games vastly simplify the tangle of real-world

communicative behavior. At the same time, by allowing real social partners to freely interact using

natural language, we avoid the hazards of artificial or confederate-based language tasks (Kuhlen &

Brennan, 2013) and expose the rich dynamics of language use in context. Given the current state of

the field, then, reference games are arguably an ideal compromise between analytic tractability and

ecological validity.

While one-shot reference games, which manipulate context, have been instrumental in revealing
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Parameter Example parameter settings

Partner design

What feedback is provided?
- no feedback at all
- only correct/incorrect
- real-time responses from partner

Are you playing with the same partner?
- same partner for whole game
- swap out partners every round
- swap after k rounds

What do you know about your partner?
- anonymous stranger
- stranger with perceptual information
- close friend

How consistent are roles across repetitions? - consistent director/matcher
- alternate roles each round

Stimulus design

How familiar are targets? - very familiar: colors, household objects
- not at all familiar: tangrams, novel line drawings

How complex are targets? - very complex: busy visual scenes, clips of music
- not at all complex: geometric drawings

How consistent are targets across repetitions?
- exact same image of object
- different pose/view of same object
- different objects from same neighborhood

Context design

How similar are distractors to the target? - very similar: same basic-level category
- not at all similar: other categories

What is the size of context? - between 2 and 21

How consistent is context across repetitions? - exact same context each round
- randomized context (sometimes far, sometimes close)

Repetition design
How many repetitions per target? - between 3 and 100

What is spacing between repetitions? - block structure
- sequential structure with interspersed contexts

Modality design What medium is used for communication?

- text
- audio
- gesture
- drawing

Table 1.1: Proposed parameterization for repeated reference games, each of which theoretically impacts the
formation of conventions.

systematic pragmatic effects in the referring expressions people tend to generate (Krauss & Wein-

heimer, 1967; Koolen, Gatt, Goudbeek, & Krahmer, 2011; Graf, Degen, Hawkins, & Goodman,

2016; van Deemter, 2016), a range of even richer phenomena begin to emerge when the communica-

tion task is repeated and the same target must be referred to multiple times. Since Krauss and Wein-

heimer (1964) first attempted such a design, many variations on this basic setup have been designed
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to test the boundaries of adaptation, manipulating the kinds of objects used as targets, the contexts

in which the objects appear, the identity of one’s partner across repetitions, the feedback available,

and the medium participants use to communicate. In Table 1.1, we propose a potential parameter-

ization of this family of repeated reference games, suggesting a set of conditions controlling when

conventions may form. We organize our review of this literature along the three core challenges ob-

served earlier, which roughly correspond to the temporal structure of a repeated reference game. In

experimental terms: What influences the content of initial messages, how do these messages change

over the coarse of the game, and under what conditions do these changes transfer to other scenarios?

1.2 Mechanism #1: A probabilistic lexicon

People know a lot of words (Bergelson & Aslin, 2017). Exactly how flexible knowledge about words

and their meanings is structured and accessed in one’s own “mental lexicon” remains a significant

open question in cognitive science (Jones, Willits, Dennis, & Jones, 2015; Griffiths, Steyvers, &

Tenenbaum, 2007; Huth, de Heer, Griffiths, Theunissen, & Gallant, 2016; N. D. Goodman & Las-

siter, 2014). For the purpose of communicating with another speaker, however, a more relevant

question is what lexicon we think our partner is using. In this section, we review evidence from the

initial rounds of repeated reference games that these lexical expectations are probabilistic and context-

sensitive, thus providing a basis for interpreting expectations about a novel partner’s lexicon as a

probabilistic prior P (Li|Θ0).

1.2.1 Uncertainty in lexical expectations

While it is convenient to view the lexicon as fixed knowledge (Cruse, 1986; Pinker, 1995; Frank &

Goodman, 2012), meanings are in reality quite flexible and ad hoc (H. H. Clark, 1983; H. H. Clark

& Gerrig, 1983; E. V. Clark & Clark, 1979; Gerrig & Bortfeld, 1999; Lascarides & Copestake, 1998;
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Glucksberg & McGlone, 2001; Lassiter & Goodman, 2015). Correspondingly, recent computational

models have explored the possibility that we instead represent semantic uncertainty over which

meanings our partner might intend (e.g. Cooper, Dobnik, Larsson, & Lappin, 2015; Bergen, Levy,

& Goodman, 2016; Smith, Goodman, & Frank, 2013; Potts, Lassiter, Levy, & Frank, 2016). This

uncertainty leaves its signature on the initial round of repeated references games, when speakers

are attempting to produce descriptions of potentially ambiguous objects for a novel partner. Initial

ambiguity in word meanings may be functionally useful not just because they remain efficient and

interpretable in context (Piantadosi, Tily, & Gibson, 2012) but because they provide a starting point

for adaptation (Brochhagen, 2017).

In one direct demonstration, Fussell and Krauss (1989a) asked forty students to produce referring

expressions for abstract line drawings in a repeated reference game set-up. Instead of proceeding

to play the game in person, however, participants were told that their messages were intended for

later identification (see Krauss, Vivekananthan, & Weinheimer, 1968; Danks, 1970; Innes, 1976, for

earlier variations on this design). Half the participants were told that these messages were intended

for themselves in the future (the ‘non-social’ or ‘familiar listener’ condition) while the other half were

told that an anonymous other would see them (the ‘social’ or ‘unfamiliar listener’ condition).

Because both groups were faced with the same communicative task, this manipulation provided

some evidence about how lexical expectations differ depending on the listener. If participants used

the same fixed meaning when reasoning about themselves and others, we would expect similar mes-

sages. Instead, utterances intended for others were more than twice as long as utterances for oneself

(12.7 vs. 5.0 words). Furthermore, these social expectations supported effective communication:

when participants were brought back into the lab 3-6 weeks later to perform a 30-way identification

task given these previously collected descriptions, they performed best given their own (86% accu-

racy) but when presented with others participants’ descriptions, they did significantly better when

those descriptions were explicitly designed for an unfamiliar listener (60% vs. 49%).
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Why produce longer utterances for others? A key empirical observation is that similar self-other

length effects were found by Innes (1976) using ambiguous stimuli like abstract designs, inkblots,

and poems, but not by Krauss et al. (1968) where the same procedure was conducted with familiar

color chips; Hupet, Seron, and Chantraine (1991) make this dimension of the stimuli explicit by in-

dependently norming the ‘codability’ of a large array of tangrams and showing longer other-directed

messages for more ambiguous stimuli (though they didn’t run a ‘self’ condition).

One parsimonious explanation is that in contexts where global conventions are stronger and lex-

ical uncertainty is lower (e.g. for common colors), speakers expect others to share identical lexical

beliefs and can get away with similarly terse descriptions for self and other. Meanwhile, for ambigu-

ous stimuli like inkblots or tangrams that speakers have had limited experience communicating

about, they have substantial uncertainty about how an anonymous other, drawn from their global

prior, will interpret their words. It could therefore be worth spending a few additional words to pro-

vide clarifying information, saying “the ice skater with their arms out in front and leg out behind”

instead of just “the ice skater” (Hawkins, Frank, & Goodman, 2017).

This explanation is also consistent with broader linguistic phenomena outside the realm of re-

peated reference games. For example, Potts and Levy (2015) showed that lexical uncertainty is critical

for capturing constructions like oenophile or wine lover, where a disjunction of synonymous terms is

taken to convey a definition – information about the lexicon – rather than a disjoint set. While the

reasons that speakers produce such constructions are surely more complex, we suggest the further

conjecture that speakers are more likely to produce this definitional or when the component word

is rarer or more obscure: when there is additional uncertainty over its likely meaning in the listener’s

lexicon.
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1.2.2 Context-sensitivity in lexical expectations

A global lexical prior P (Li|Θ) is an excellent guide to what meanings an anonymous member of

our language might have. Yet we typically know a thing or two about a novel conversation partner

before we start talking to them — their perceived age, gender, dress, social role, any behavior we’ve

witnessed (Davidson, 1986; Kleinschmidt & Jaeger, 2015). Our prior should be flexible enough to

take this evidence into account. Repeated reference games in the lab usually take care to disguise

as much of this evidence as possible, though some properties of the sample are unavoidable: when

recruited on a college campus, participants can safely assume their partner is another student, for

instance.

In one study, Fussell and Krauss (1992) tested the extent to which lexical priors are well-calibrated

to minimal expectations of cultural knowledge in the target population. In a repeated reference

game using faces of public figures like Woody Allen and Ronald Reagan, they found that speakers

gave lengthier initial descriptions for figures who were expected to be less identifiable or well-known,

as estimated from independently elicited priors. This relationship held when restricted to messages

containing correct names, meaning that speakers who themselves knew the identity of the figure

were nonetheless more likely to add additional information to their initial description when they

expected a typical partner not to know.

Fussell and Krauss (1992) also predicted that additional information about the gender of part-

ners would be incorporated into lexical expectations. In particular, they expected that because men

and women stereotypically have some gendered lexical expertise (e.g. men know more names for

car parts), participants would be more likely to provide additional information to the opposite gen-

der. They again found an effect of overall expected familiarity, but did not find an interaction with

gender, musing that the perceived discrepancy was perhaps too small to detect in the items used.

It is natural to view the self and the stranger as points on a continuum, with stronger initial expec-
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tations for close friends or family with whom we have a long history of interaction and potentially

weaker expectations for children, non-native speakers, or out-group members. This first prediction

was tested by Fussell and Krauss (1989b) who brought self-identified pairs of friends into the lab and

had them individually produce descriptions such that ‘their friend’ could identify it. They failed to

find a significant difference in description length from the descriptions produced for strangers in

Fussell and Krauss (1989a), but this negative result is somewhat hard to interpret for two main rea-

sons acknowledged by the authors. First, their interpretation of ‘friendship’ was not well-controlled

and many pairs were only casual acquaintances drawn from the same college population as the

‘other student’ that participants in the ‘stranger’ condition were instructed to produce descriptions

for. Second, even with deep knowledge of an intimate partner’s lexicon, it is not clear how relevant

this knowledge would describing for a set of abstract line figures: it was specifically designed to be

novel and somewhat unnatural.

Despite these underwhelming early results, the context-sensitivity of lexical priors remains a tan-

talizing area to revisit. Sources of variance in lexical expectations across speakers (King & Sumner,

2015), and mechanisms supporting speaker-specific expectations (Tesink et al., 2009; Van Berkum,

Van den Brink, Tesink, Kos, & Hagoort, 2008) may be more amenable to study using modern tools.

In particular, more recently developed methods for measuring subjective beliefs and expectations

(e.g. Franke et al., 2016; Delaney-Busch, Morgan, Lau, & Kuperberg, 2017) could provide much

more direct access to underlying lexical beliefs, and large-scale online experiments could more sys-

tematically uncover the underlying structure of social group representations along which lexical

expectations are organized.
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1.3 Mechanism #2: Rapid lexical learning

If our lexical priors – our global conventions – serve as a source of stability in meaning over longer

timescales, then what accounts for our extraordinary flexibility over short timescales? How do we

coordinate on efficient local conventions, or conceptual pacts, for talking about things we’ve never

talked about before? In this section, we review the dynamics of coordination within repeated refer-

ence games and explore the possibility, formalized in Chapter 2, that rapid adaptation can be under-

stood in a Bayesian modeling framework as lexical inference given partner-specific data.

1.3.1 Convergence on efficient conventions

The most well-known phenomenon in repeated reference games is a reduction in message length

over multiple rounds. Krauss and Weinheimer (1964) were the first to report this phenomenon in a

short technical report introducing the repeated reference game paradigm, and it has been replicated

many times under many conditions (most notably by H. H. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986, in a much

more streamlined experimental design using tangram shapes). Out of historical interest, it is worth

describing the original design in detail.

Both players were given an identical set of 6 cards marked randomly with 1-6 and A-F, respec-

tively, containing the same 6 drawings in different orders. The pair’s goal was to figure out the cor-

respondences between their 6 cards by talking about the locations of the images. In each set, three

images were ‘redundant,’ appearing in the same location on every card—discussing these was not

very useful for the task—while the other three were ‘diagnostic’ and necessarily had to be referred

to. This design therefore had the peculiar property that different drawings appear with different

frequencies: some objects were referred to nearly 100 times (e.g. if diagnostic for every set of cards

across all 16 rounds) and others only a handful of times.

Their core descriptive result was that, taken in aggregate, frequently mentioned targets tend to
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be labeled using shorter phrases than infrequently mentioned targets, thus reproducing Zipf’s law

within the microcosm of a single conversation. To explain the process by which such a distribution

emerges, they reasoned that labels may change with repeated use over the course of interaction. In-

deed, the first time participants referred to a figure, they used a lengthy, detailed description (“the

upside-down martini glass in a wire stand”) but with a small number of repetitions – between 3 to

6 times, depending on the pair – the description was reduced down to the limit of just one or two

words (“martini”).

Note that although initial messages are just as long or longer than the other-intended messages

collected by Fussell and Krauss (1989a), final messages are as short or shorter than the one-shot mes-

sages intended for oneself. Furthermore, final messages are often incomprehensible to overhearers

who were not present for the initial messages (Schober & Clark, 1989). This observation sets up

the central empirical puzzle of convention formation: how does a short word or phrase that would

have been completely ineffective for communicating under the initial lexical prior become perfectly

understandable over mere minutes of interaction? What changes inside participants’ minds in the

interim?

One simple non-social explanation — that reduction is merely an effect of familiarity or repeti-

tion on the part of the speaker — can be easily dispelled. When participants are asked to repeatedly

refer to the same targets for a hypothetical partner, no reduction is found, and in some cases utter-

ances actually get longer (Hupet & Chantraine, 1992). Whatever is changing must be a result of the

interaction between partners. An alternative explanation suggested by our probabilistic model is

that reduction is driven by lexical learning as communication partners coordinate on ad hoc names.

If long initial messages can be explained as the result of initial uncertainty in the lexical prior, as dis-

cussed in the previous section, then a decrease in uncertainty licenses shorter messages (Hawkins et

al., 2017).
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1.3.2 Signatures of reduction

What are empirical cues to this reduction in uncertainty? The first is the use of hedges. Hedges are

expressions like sort of or like, and morphemes like -ish, that explicitly mark uncertainty or provi-

sionality, such as a car, sort of silvery purple colored (Brennan & Clark, 1996; Fraser, 2010; Medlock

& Briscoe, 2007). If participants reduce their lexical uncertainty over successive rounds, then we

might expect a corresponding decrease in explicit markers of this uncertainty. Brennan and Clark

(1996) counted hedges over four repetitions of an initially ambiguous target and found widespread

use of hedges on the first round (occurring 26% of messages) but almost complete absence on the

last (only 2% of messages). They also found very few initial hedges for targets with low initial un-

certainty (e.g. a shoe in the context of dogs and fish), providing additional evidence for the role of

lexical uncertainty as opposed to a generic social use of hedges.

Another characteristic of uncertainty reduction lies in what gets reduced, which we discuss in

depth in Chapter 4. Is the speaker adopting a fragment shorthand by randomly dropping function

words, or are they simplifying or narrowing their descriptions to names by omitting redundant

details? Closed-class parts of speech like determiners and prepositions are much more likely to be

dropped than open-class parts of speech like adjectives and nouns. But when we examine broader

grammatical units using recent NLP techniques, we find that entire modifying clauses are increas-

ingly likely to be dropped (Hawkins et al., 2017). This accords with early hand-tagged analyses by

Carroll (1980), which found that in three-quarters of transcripts from Krauss and Weinheimer (1964)

the short names that participants converged upon were prominent in some syntactic construction at

the beginning, often as a head noun that was initially modified or qualified by other information.

These more fine-grained analyses suggest that reduction is grounded in the prior lexical content

of the interaction and the speaker’s increasing confidence in how the listener will interpret an ini-

tially ambiguous label. Like the evidence we reviewed about lexical priors, however, this evidence
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remains indirect and raises the need for more careful, direct measurement of lexical uncertainty over

interaction.

1.3.3 Quality of feedback

If adaptation is learning, then the extent to which partners adapt should depend critically on the

quality of the dataDi on which they are conditioning: P (Li|Θ, Di). In the absence of additional

cues to the meanings that their partner is using to interpret their messages, a speaker or drawer can

only continue to rely on their prior, or indeed elaborate upon it. A common feature of the refer-

ence games reviewed so far is the capacity for real-time feedback channel: either player may say any-

thing at any point in time, thus allowing for interruptions, back-channel responses (uh-huh, hmmm,

huh?), clarification questions, and so on. To what extent is this design choice necessary for reduc-

tion? Krauss and Weinheimer (1966) were the earliest to address this question by manipulating the

kind of feedback received by the speaker.

Intuitively, we might expect that if the speaker is unsure how their longer descriptions are being

interpreted – unsure whether or not they can get away with shorter, more ambiguous expressions –

they may not have enough evidence about meanings to justify shorter utterances. Indeed, Krauss

and Weinheimer (1966) found that even when told that their partner was getting 100% correct,

entirely blocking the verbal feedback channel significantly limited the reduction effect. Speakers

converged to utterances that were about twice as long – twice as inefficient – in the limit. Telling

speakers that their partner was performing poorly also inhibited reduction as a main effect, though

to a lesser extent. In the extreme case of trying to communicate to a listener who can’t respond and

appears to not understand, speaker utterance length actually increased with repetition after an early

dip. Hupet and Chantraine (1992) later found that in the complete absence of feedback — when

the speaker is instructed to repeatedly refer to a set of objects for a listener who is not present and

will do their half of the task offline — there is also no reduction in message length. On the listener’s
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part, too, the ability to actively give feedback appears critical for learning. Schober and Clark (1989)

showed that listeners who overheard the entire game were significantly less accurate than listeners

who could directly interact with the speaker, even though they heard the exact same utterances.

More graded disruptions of feedback seem to force the speaker to use more words overall but

not to significantly change the rate of reduction (though rigorous comparisons between rates have

not been conducted). For example, Krauss and Bricker (1967) tested a transmission delay to tem-

porally shift feedback and an access delay to block the onset of listener feedback until the speaker is

finished. Later, Krauss, Garlock, Bricker, and McMahon (1977) replicated the adverse effect of delay

but showed that undelayed visual access to one’s partner cancelled out the effect and returned the

number of words used to baseline.

1.3.4 Why so fast?

Some access to minimal feedback from one’s partner therefore appears to be a necessary condition

for convention formation. Without it, there is no reliable cue to the partner’s lexicon; no lexical

learning can take place, and consequently no social coordination. Yet this condition alone doesn’t

explain the speed with which partners adapt, approaching ‘one-shot’ learning. Three additional

factors seem relevant.

First, like other scenarios of rapid learning from sparse data, abstract prior knowledge is crucial

(Tenenbaum, Kemp, Griffiths, & Goodman, 2011; Lake, Ullman, Tenenbaum, & Gershman, 2017):

agents do not start from scratch, they must only fine-tune their pre-existing global conventions to fit

their immediate partner and context. Second, agents have pragmatics on their side. In the generative

model linking lexical knowledge to behavior, listeners assume their partner is attempting to be in-

formative and pragmatic speakers, in turn, expect listeners to do so. These assumptions dramatically

strengthen feedback. Because listeners reason about alternatives – that the speaker would have used

another word or description if it described the target better in context – both agents actually learn
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about the meanings of words that were not uttered*. Similarly, the existence of a listener backchan-

nel (knowing a listener would object or ask for clarification if their lexicon differed) implies evidence

for the utterance’s meaning in the absence of such objections. A third factor is the sociolinguistic

information derived from social group inferences, which are often tightly controlled in lab settings

but likely more relevant in the real world.

1.4 Mechanism #3: Generalization

If the local conventions – or pacts – formed over the course of an interaction reflect learning, then

what are the boundaries of that learning? How does meaning in one context with one partner trans-

fer to expectations about new contexts and new partners? In this section, we discuss three empirical

properties of generalization that computational models of convention formation must account for.

Over short time scales, lexical pacts are partner-specific but stable across contexts. Over longer time

scales, however, as agents repeatedly interact with multiple partners in larger social networks, pair-

wise conventions generalize to global conventions expected to be shared across the entire community.

A mechanism for generalization, then, is not only key to understanding the appropriate scope of

local conventions, but also where our global conventions came from in the first place.

1.4.1 Partner-specificity

One of the most salient and well-studied properties of local conventions is precisely that they don’t

generalize immediately to novel partners. In other words, the speaker is learning a specific model

of their partner on the basis of shared history, not just privately forming an association between

words and objects. This can be demonstrated in a repeated reference game by swapping in a novel

parter after several rounds of interaction (Wilkes-Gibbs & Clark, 1992; see also Brennan & Clark,

* This is the lateral-inhibition dynamic described at length by Steels (2003); Steels and Belpaeme (2005);
Steels (2015), which emerges naturally in our model from basic Gricean principles.
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1996, Weber & Camerer, 2003, Yoon & Brown-Schmidt, 2014 for variations on this design). If the

speaker’s lexical representation did not distinguish between partners with different histories, then

we should expect no difference before and after this intervention. Instead, Wilkes-Gibbs and Clark

(1992) found that speakers immediately reverted to longer messages—a 275% increase—bringing

them nearly back to the length of the initial messages used with the original partner.

Other interventions explore intermediate cases, where the swapped-in listener was not entirely

novel. For example, when Wilkes-Gibbs and Clark (1992) introduced them as a “silent participant”

during the first phase, sitting at the same table as the speaker and able to make eye contact, there

was only a 67% increase in message length. When they were an omniscient bystander, observing the

audio and visuals of the entire exchange from a separate room, length increased slightly more (100%).

Finally, when they were a simple bystander, seated some distance behind the director such that they

could not be monitored or see the tangrams being referred to, length increased as much as with a

fully novel partner.

These graded effects reflect degrees of partial information about the swapped-in listener’s beliefs,

posing a challenge even for computational models that allow partner-specific learning. It is simple

for a Bayesian learning account to explain why speakers had no particular expectations about the

simple bystander, who could not see the tangrams that were being referred to and therefore was not

provided with the relevant data to learn meanings. But for third parties who did have full access to

the interaction, whatever additional information the speaker is using cannot be limited to the as-

sumption that the swapped-in listener can consult the same data, otherwise the omniscient bystander

should be treated the same as the silent participant.

One explanation, which could plausibly be incorporated into a model, is that although the silent

participant cannot verbally respond, they do nonetheless provide a minimal feedback channel

through their physical presence, e.g. eye contact or body language indicating that they are paying

attention. Because they are co-present at the table, they belong to the intended audience for the
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speaker’s messages, and can be monitored for cues to understanding; this evidence in turn may not

indicate partner generalization per se, but joint learning about the two listeners.

A related question concerns how partner identity is cued or inferred: even for a model that learns

partner-specific lexical representations, the identity of a particular partner may be noisy, requir-

ing inference under uncertainty about what is in common ground. In a challenging task used by

Horton and Gerrig (2002), a speaker played several rounds of a repeated reference game with two

listeners at once. Critically, each listener only had access to a subset of the total grid of targets in front

of the speaker, which the speaker could only learn through interaction. Having converged on local

conventions for one set of objects with listener A and for another set of objects with listener B, the

speaker was then put in a test phase where they had to communicate all objects with each listener

separately. As a main effect, Horton and Gerrig (2002) found a small boost in message length for the

subset of objects that weren’t originally part of the present listener’s array, indicating that the speaker

flexibly shifted their messages to accommodate the differing history with each listener. There was

also evidence from intra-utterance analyses that partner-specific representations were used to form

the very first messages and the effects weren’t simply driven by low-level feedback (e.g. if the speaker

began by producing the reduced label used with the previous partner, and only added additional

information after the listener indicated trouble understanding).

This result by itself is a small but compelling addition to the cumulative evidence of partner-

specificity, but also presents two additional challenges for computational models related to the noisi-

ness of partner-specific learning. First, there was a strong order effect, with a much stronger increase

in message length at the second test session (with partner B), suggesting some additional learning

of what was in common ground with partner B in the first test session with partner A. Second, in a

follow-up study, Horton and Gerrig (2005) found that clustering the stimuli to facilitate easier learn-

ing of which objects were known by which speakers during the first phase significantly strengthened

the partner-specific effect. These observations indicate that under challenging conditions, learning
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partner-specific representations is a noisy affair and often appears far from ‘optimal’ even in a ratio-

nal learning model.

Finally, while most repeated reference games have focused on testing speaker adaptation, there is

evidence that partner-specific information is represented by the listener, too. For example, Metzing

and Brennan (2003) tested the partner-specificity of listener representations in an eye-tracking study

with a confederate speaker. In one condition, after several rounds of interaction “converging” on a

pre-scripted convention (e.g. “the shiny cylinder” ), the speaker broke the pact, suddenly introducing

a novel but synonymous term (e.g. “the silver pipe” ). In another condition, the speaker was replaced

such that the novel term was produced by a novel speaker. In this latter case, the listener looked at

the target just as quickly as when the old speaker produced the conventionalized term. However,

when the old speaker produced a new term, they found a significant delay in the listener’s first look

to the target. Listeners in this condition tended to gaze around the display for other objects, suggest-

ing a momentary contrastive implicature. Because the only difference between the two utterances

was the identity of the speaker, this provides good reason to believe that listeners also form partner-

specific lexical representations over interaction.

1.4.2 Path-dependence and stability across contexts

Another key computational signature of local conventions is their stability, or stickiness, across

changing contexts. Once a precedent has been established with a particular partner, the pressure

to maintain it apparently even trumps the usual considerations of informativity in context. For ex-

ample, suppose a pair of participants have converged on an sufficiently specific subordinate term like

pennyloafer after several rounds referring to a particular shoe in the context of other shoes. When

subsequently placed in a new context where all but the target shoe have been replaced with objects

from other categories, participants remarkably continued to use the now-overinformative label (e.g.

pennyloafer) 52% of the time, even though it is the only shoe (Brennan & Clark, 1996).
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This can be understood in our model as a consequence of the path-dependence of lexical learning.

The initial context affects the initial terms produced via pragmatic reasoning. Using the basic-level

label shoe in the initial round would be under-informative because it applies to the distractor shoes

equally well (Graf et al., 2016), but there are several appropriately informative alternatives under

the lexical prior with approximately the same cost of production (pennyloafer, docksider, brown

shoe, dress shoe). Which of these roughly equivalent labels the speaker samples, then, is somewhat

arbitrary: Brennan and Clark (1996) found considerable variance in labeling with only a 10% chance

of matching labels across speakers (see also Furnas, Landauer, Gomez, & Dumais, 1987; Hupet et al.,

1991).

After a successful round of reference with a particular one of these labels, however, lexica in

which this label applies strongly to this particular shoe become more likely, and alternative lexica in

which other terms apply better to that same shoe become less likely (by the same Gricean reasoning

as earlier: if there were a better term in the partner’s lexicon, they would’ve used it). This dynamic

alone accounts for the stability and path-dependence of reference within contexts (Hawkins et al.,

2017). Empirically, Brennan and Clark (1996) report significantly greater variability of labels across

pairs than within pairs (see also Chapter 4 for an information theoretic analysis of arbitrariness and

stability on a larger data set).

Extending this argument, it also becomes clear why path-dependent learning would stick across

new contexts. After several rounds of initial reinforcement, the evidence for the lexical meaning of

a subordinate-level term (pennyloafer) is so strong that when the context changes, the informativity

of this term under the learned lexicon is strong enough relative to the prior uncertainty on the basic-

level term (shoe) to justify the small additional utterance cost. Critically, this same mechanism also

predicts why conventions should not generalize when the context switch goes in the opposite direc-

tion: when the initial context only contains one shoe, 89% of speakers switched to a more specific

utterance when additional shoes are added to the context (Brennan & Clark, 1996). However much
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speakers strengthened their belief that shoe refers to a particular shoe in the first context, it doesn’t

change the lexical prior of that term also applying to the other shoes in the new context. Just say-

ing shoe would be extremely underinformative even under the learned lexicon, necessitating a more

specific label.

Our lexical learning account also accounts for two additional phenomena related to stability

reported by Brennan and Clark (1996): frequency and role independence. First, the more a local

convention was initially reinforced, the stickier it was: participants were half as likely to switch to

shoe from the more specific pennyloafer when they did 4 repetitions of pennyloafer in the specific

context than when they only did 1 repetition. Second, in an experiment when the pair switched roles

at the same time as the new context is introduced, this pattern of results stayed the same, indicating

that coordinated lexical learning is taking place for both partners.

The stickiness of conventions has been challenged recently by Misyak, Noguchi, and Chater

(2016) using a repeated reference game where the communication medium was placing tokens in-

stead of words. They showed that depending on contextual and environmental constraints, the

same ‘message’ (placing a token on a box) can flip its meaning from trial-to-trial in completely con-

tradictory ways. The one-shot pragmatic reasoning allowing for this degree of semantic flexibility

presents a fascinating case for computational models with lexical uncertainty, but we strongly dis-

agree that what is being described is a convention in any sense discussed in this article via the tradition

of Lewis (1969). The severe simplicity of their synchronic scenario (binary signals and binary refer-

ents constructed such that there is a single ‘optimal’ best-response strategy on any trial regardless

of prior beliefs) obviates any functional need for diachronic learned representations or dependence

on common ground across trials. In particular, a defining property of conventions in is their arbi-

trariness: there needs to exist an alternative that would be equally successful if everyone agreed (e.g.

participants who use docksider are just as successful as those who use pennyloafer). There is no such

arbitrariness in Misyak et al. (2016), as indicated in their own data showing almost no variability in
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what participants do on a given trial type. If even the most minimal arbitrariness were introduced,

for example two colors of tokens, we predict the usual sticky conventions would form: some par-

ticipants would begin to persistently associate a particular meaning with ‘blue’ and others would

associate it with ‘yellow.’

1.4.3 Generalization from local to global conventions

The first two sections of this chapter focused on how global conventions – our lexical priors – shape

the formation of local conventions. They seed the initial expectations we bring into interactions, get-

ting communication off the ground and scaffolding rapid lexical learning. But what about influence

in the other direction? Where do global conventions come from in the first place? Some are certainly

iconic and based on expectations about resemblance in shared perceptual systems (Dingemanse,

Blasi, Lupyan, Christiansen, & Monaghan, 2015; Verhoef, Kirby, & de Boer, 2016).Yet for the es-

sentially arbitrary form-meaning mappings that make up the bulk of our lexicon, it is difficult to

imagine any mechanism for their emergence that doesn’t first pass through local conventions. How

do interactions with one partner shape the prior one brings into interactions with other partners,

and how do these priors converge across social networks?

In Chapter 2, we will propose a hierarchical Bayesian model providing a pathway for such gen-

eralization. Hierarchical Bayesian models smoothly integrate population-level expectations with

partner-specific ones, and also allow agents to appropriate population-level knowledge through ad-

ditional partner-specific observations. While we defer the formal specification, it is worth sketching

the conceptual framework by analogy to similar models in concept learning. Consider the concept

dog, which abstracts away from our experiences with different instances of dogs across a lifetime,

and provides stable expectations about the properties of a new instance (e.g. four legs, wagging tail,

barking noises). However, extensive experience with a particular dog Fido also reveals idiosyncratic

properties, like their personality or the complex pattern of spots on their coat. If a young (ideal-
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Figure 1.2: Reduction and conventionalization across a community, compared to a single pair. At each vertical line, par-

ticipants in the “Community” condition switched partners; at each switch, the complexity of their drawings increases,

but by less and less as they converge on a shared set of global expectations as ef cient as the isolated pair formed over

an equal number of games. Reproduced from Fay et al. (2010).

ized) concept learner has only seen one instance of the category — Fido — it may be initially unclear

which properties are idiosyncratic and which are shared by all dogs. As they come across more in-

stances, they can draw stronger inferences about what is shared.

Similarly, accumulated knowledge about linguistic conventions in one’s community provides

stable communicative priors that guide how we approach new partners. But the language we use to

talk with a family member or close collaborator may deviate considerably from the usage predicted

by population-level conventions. More than the relatively fixed, biological concept of a dog, though,

semantic meanings can be a moving target. The only data we use to ground our learning is produced

by other agents who are in the same position as we are, and our only goal is to coordinate on the

same meanings in context. So the first time we hear a particular construction (e.g. a slang term or
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proper noun), it may not be clear whether that partner is just playfully and idiosyncratically making

it up, or whether it is shared by others. After we hear several others use the same term in the same

way, however, we may be more confident that a novel partner would know it as well.

A simple prediction of a hierarchical learning model is that repeated pairwise interaction within

a particular community should lead to convergence within the community as participants begin to

generalize across partners. Fay, Garrod, Roberts, and Swoboda (2010) tested this prediction by divid-

ing participants into several ‘communities’ where they played several rounds of a graphical repeated

reference game with each member of their community (see below for more discussion of modal-

ity differences). Although early partner swaps led to sharp losses in efficiency—consistent with the

partner-specificity of conventions—these losses gradually disappeared over successive swaps (see Fig.

1.2), indicating eventual community-level convergence on expectations as strong as those found in

isolated pairs (see Garrod & Doherty, 1994, for similar results in a more complex communication

game).

A corollary of this in-group convergence is that communication should be hindered when as-

sumptions about global priors are violated. When a similar within-group convergence phase was

followed by a ‘test’ phase where participants are either paired with a novel member of their own

community or a member of a different community (without being explicitly told which it is), sketch-

ers in the latter condition required significantly more ink to succeed. Because no target was referred

to more than once with the same partner, whatever alignment of expectations took place over the

course of in-group training had to be generalized across partners via the overall prior. Note that the

network topology implicitly used in these studies (homogenous mixing on a complete graph) is

likely critical to this convergence: Centola and Baronchelli (2015) found that simpler coordination

games embedded on other common topologies—low-degree lattices and random graphs—tend to

get stuck with local regions of the network using incommensurate conventions.

Over longer (generational) time scales, the emergence and stability of community-wide conven-
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tions plays a functional role in cultural and linguistic continuity. The composition of a community

is constantly shifting as old members die and new members are born: without a mechanism for

partner-specific learning to transfer into global beliefs, communication systems would have to be

reinvented at each generation. These intergenerational mechanisms have been investigated in the

laboratory using replacement or micro-society designs.For instance, Caldwell and Smith (2012) con-

ducted a reference game where a speaker tried to get three listeners to guess color terms by drawing

on a sheet of paper. After referring to each color only once, they were replaced by the most senior

listener, and a new listener was cycled into the audience. After several rounds, the group was com-

pletely different from the original, yet patterns of reduction and path-dependent conventionaliza-

tion were broadly the same as when a single pair plays repeatedly.

Granted, this particular result could be adequately explained by a non-hierarchical but partner-

specific learning model. Because the speaker only had to get one of the listeners to guess correctly,

they could have relied on the partner-specific models built up for two of their three audience mem-

bers on previous rounds while simply ignoring the novel partner. But in more extreme cases of pair-

wise interactions with population turn-over, we nonetheless predict that global conventions would

emerge and persist across generations.†

1.5 Discussion

Repeated reference games provide a rich arena for studying social interaction and adaptation. Ini-

tial utterances expose the global conventions people bring into novel interactions, and how people

incorporate contextual information into their expectations. Successive rounds demonstrate the re-

markable speed and flexibility with which people form local conventions to successfully coordinate

their behavior. Finally, by intervening in these games to manipulate partner or context, we can re-

† Note that actual communication within the lifetime seems crucial for this process: pure iterated learning
does not produce conventionalization (Garrod, Fay, Rogers, Walker, & Swoboda, 2010))
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veal the boundaries of learning through tests of generalization.

Throughout, we have argued for a probabilistic model where agents initially have uncertainty

over the latent representation guiding their partner’s actions and dynamically coordinate over time

by conditioning on shared history. A critical component of this model is the hierarchical structure

by which all members of a community are assumed to be drawn from a distribution with shared pa-

rameters, allowing a pathway for global conventions to be influenced by local interactions without

sacrificing the ability to learn idiosyncratic partner-specific models. This account situates convention

formation as the product of generic hierarchical learning machinery operating on social data. The

scope of this review was limited to the broad behavioral phenomena uncovered by repeated refer-

ence games, but going forward, it will also be important to (1) tie this computational-level account

to underlying neural and algorithmic mechanisms for adaptation and (2) contrast our learning ac-

count with both simpler low-level ‘priming’ based models and richer collaborative notions requiring

recursive ‘mutual knowledge.’
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The speaker wants to be understood. In order to judge how he will be interpreted, he uses his

[...] starting theory of interpretation. As speaker and interpreter talk, their “prior” theories be-

come more alike; so do their “passing” theories. Not only does it have its changing list of proper

names and gerrymandered vocabulary, but it includes every successful use of any other word or

phrase, no matter how far out of the ordinary. Every deviation from ordinary usage, as long

as it is agreed on for the moment (knowingly deviant, or not, on one, or both, sides), is in the

passing theory as a feature of what the words mean on that occasion. Such meanings, transient

though they may be, are literal. Donald Davidson, 1986 2
An inferential model of

convention-formation

In this chapter, we present a computational model formalizing an account of how speakers coor-

dinate on meaning under uncertainty. Our formal approach is grounded in the family of Ratio-

nal Speech Act (RSA) models, which have been successful in explaining a wide range of linguistic

phenomena—including scalar implicature (N. D. Goodman & Stuhlmüller, 2013), adjectival vague-

ness (Lassiter & Goodman, 2015), overinformativeness (Degen, Hawkins, Graf, Kreiss, & Goodman,

2019), indirect questions (Hawkins, Stuhlmüller, Degen, & Goodman, 2015), and other non-literal

language use (Kao, Wu, Bergen, & Goodman, 2014)—as arising from a process of recursive social
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reasoning.

At the core of any model of referential communication is the notion of a semantics giving the

meanings of utterances in the language. For the minimal examples in this chapter, it suffices to de-

fine a lexical functionL : (w, o) → R, assigning any word-object pair a real-valued meaning

according to how well the wordw applies to the object o. This is a continuous generalization of clas-

sic truth-conditional semantics (Graf et al., 2016), where utterances may apply more or less well to

different referents. For instance, the utterance dancer may initially be expected to apply to a pho-

torealistic image of a ballerina (L(dancer, ballerina) = 0.99) more than an abstract sketch

of one (L(dancer, ballerina drawing) = 0.6), but apply to both better than a non-category

member like an image of dog falling down the stairs (L(dancer, dog) = 0.05).

In this framework, an nth order pragmatic speaker trying to refer to particular object o ∈ O

assuming lexiconL selects an utterance u ∈ U by trading off its expected informativity (with respect

to a rational listener agent) against its cost, usually based on length:

Sn(u|o,L) ∝ exp (α logLn−1(o|u,L)− cost(u))

where α is a soft-max optimality parameter controlling the extent to which the speaker maximizes

over listener informativity. The listener, in turn, inverts the speaker model to reason about what

underlying object o the speaker is trying to convey, given their utterance u:

Ln(o|u,L) ∝ Sn(u|o,L)P (o)

This recursion eventually bottoms out in a literal listener who directly looks up the meaning of

the utterance in the lexicon:

L0(o|u,L) ∝ L(u, o) · P (o)
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2.1 Adapting to a single partner

Now, we extend the lexicon from a lookup table or a static logical form into a dynamic, parame-

terized representation that can be constantly being updated. To formalize this notion of semantic

meaning, we begin with the additional assumption of lexical uncertainty (Smith et al., 2013; Bergen

et al., 2016). That is, instead of assuming agents have fixed knowledge ofL, we allow for uncertainty

over the exact meanings of lexical items in the current context (e.g. it may be initially unclear what

“the dancer” might refer to). Concretely, we put a prior P (L) over the identity of a partner’s true

lexicon, which may be initially biased toward certain meanings from previous experience.

Bayesian updating then gives a rule for updating expectations about this true lexicon conditioned

on repeated observations of a partner’s behavior:

PLn(L|d) ∝ P (L)
∏
i

Sn(oi|ui,L)

where d = {oi, ui} is a set of observations containing utterances ui referring to objects oi from pre-

vious exchanges with that partner. The listener marginalizes over this posterior when interpreting a

new utterance u from the speaker:

Ln(o|u, d) ∝
∑
L

PLn(L|d)Ln(o|u,L)

The speaker, in turn, considers what utterances would be most informative for such a listener:

Sn(u|o, d) ∝ exp(α log

(∑
L

PSn(L|d)Ln−1(o|u,L)

)
− cost(u))

where the posterior over lexica PSn(L|d), uses the listener likelihoodLn−1 instead of the speaker
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of model

likelihood:

PSn(L|d) ∝ P (L)
∏
i

Ln−1(ui|oi,L)

For the purposes of this paper, we fix the depth of recursion at n = 2. This model is implemented

in the probabilistic programming language WebPPL (N. D. Goodman & Stuhlmüller, electronic). *.

2.1.1 Model Results

Coordination First, we show how agents updating their meaning functions in this way can

coordinate even in the absence of strong initial priors. The initial choices in an interaction can be

taken as evidence for a particular lexicon and become the basis for successful communication, even

when both speaker and listener are uncertain at the beginning. As a simple test case, consider an

environment with two objects ({o1, o2}), where the speaker must choose between two utterances

({u1, u2}) with equal production costs. For the prior P (L) over the meaning of each utterance,

we define a Beta distribution†, so on the first round both utterances are equally likely to apply to

either shape. If the speaker were trying to get their partner to pick o1, then because each utterance is

*These results can be reproduced running our code in the browser at http://forestdb.org/models/
conventions.html

†In our implementation, we use exact enumeration over coarse-grained bins; experiments using varia-
tional inference on the full continuous distribution give similar results
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equally (un)informative, they could only randomly sample one (say, u1), and observe the listener’s

selection of a shape (say, o1, a correct response). On the next round, the speaker uses the observed

pair {u1, o1} to update their beliefs about their partner’s true lexicon, uses these beliefs to generate a

new utterance, and so on. To examine expected dynamics over multiple rounds, we forward sample

many possible trajectories.

We observe several important qualitative effects in our simulations. First, and more fundamen-

tally, the evidence that a knowledgeable listener responded to utterance u by choosing a particular

object o provides support for lexicons in which u is a good fit for o. Hence, the likelihood of the

speaker using u to refer to owill increase on subsequent rounds (see Fig.2.1A). In other words, the

initial symmetry between the meanings can be broken by initial random choices, leading to com-

pletely arbitrary but stable mappings in future rounds.

Second, because the listener is updating their meaning representation from the same observations

under the same set of assumptions, both partners converge on a shared set of meanings; hence, the

expected accuracy of selecting the target object rises on future rounds (see Fig. 2.1B). Third, because

one’s partner is assumed to be pragmatic via recursive Rational Speech Act mechanisms, agents can

also learn about unheard utterances. Observing d = {(u1, o1)} also provides evidence that u2

is not a good fit for o1. This effect arises from Gricean maxims: if u2 were a better fit for o1, the

speaker would have used it instead (Grice, 1975). Fourth, failed references can lead to conventions

just as effectively as successful references: if the speaker intends o1 and says u1, but then the listener

incorrectly picks o2, the speaker will take this as evidence that u1 actually means o2 in their partner’s

lexicon and become increasingly likely to use it that way on subsequent rounds.

Reduction Next, we show how our model explains reduction of utterance length over multiple

interactions. For utterances to be reduced, of course, they must vary in length, so we extend our

grammar to include conjunctions. Conjunctions are one of the simplest ways to constructi longer
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utterances compositionally from lexical primitives, using the product rule:

L(ui and uj , o) = L(ui, o)× L(uj , o)

Analogous to the tangram stimuli used in the reference game reviewed in Chapter 1, which have

many ambiguous features and figurative perspectives that may be evoked in speaker descriptions, we

consider a scenario the two objects {o1, o2} differ along two different features. The speaker thus has

four primitive words at their disposal – two words for the first feature ({u11, u12}) and two for the

second {u21, u22}. While we established in the previous section that conventions can emerge over a

reference game in the complete absence of initial preferences, players often bring such preferences to

the table. A player who hears ‘ice skater’ on the first round of a tangrams task is more likely to select

some objects more than others, even though they still have some uncertainty over its meaning in

the context. To show that our model can accommodate this fact, we allow the speaker’s initial prior

meanings to be slightly biased. We assume u11 and u21 are a priori more likely to mean o1 and u12

and u22 are more likely to mean o2.

We ran 1000 forward samples of 6 rounds of speaker-listener interaction, and averaged over the

utterance length at each round ‡. Our results are shown in Figure 2.1C: the expected utterance length

decreases systematically over each round. To illustrate in more detail how this dynamic is driven by

an initial rational preference for redundancy relaxing as reference becomes more reliable, we walk

step-by-step through a single trajectory. Consider a speaker who wants to refer to object o1. They

believe their knowledgeable partner is slightly more likely to interpret their language using a lexicon

in which u11 and u12 apply to this object, due to their initial bias. However, there is still a reason-

able chance that one or the other alone actually refers more strongly to o2 in the true lexicon. Thus,

it is useful to produce the conjunction ”u11 and u12” to hedge against this possibility, despite its

‡In our simulations, we used α = 10 and found the basic reduction effect over a range of different biases
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higher cost. Upon observing the listener’s response (say, o1), the evidence is indeterminate about the

separate meanings of u11 and u12 but both become increasingly likely to refer to o1. In the trade-off

between informativity and cost, the shorter utterances remain probable options. Once the speaker

chooses one of them, the symmetry collapses and that utterance remains most probable in future

rounds. In this way, meaningful sub-phrases are omitted over time as the speaker becomes more

confident about the true lexicon.

2.2 Generalizing to new partners

The model introduced in the previous section formally combines the first two mechanisms outlined

in Chapter 1: a lexical prior and a learning mechanism to rapidly coordinate with a particular partner.

However, it leaves the question of generalization unaddressed: what happens when we start talking

to a new partner? To what extent, if any, does an interaction with one partner change our expecta-

tions about the next? In this section, we propose a hierarchical generalization mechanism capturing

how agents transfer what they have learned about one partner to another partner.

This hierarchical structure — sometimes termed a partial pooling model — can be understood

in contrast to two simpler mechanisms, roughly corresponding to complete pooling and no pooling

in multi-level statistical models (Gelman & Hill, 2006). A complete pooling model simply ignores

partner identity by updating a single internal model used with all partners. A no pooling model, on

the other hand, maintains completely distinct partner-specific representations. Like their statistical

counterparts, these two theories of generalization in language face problems: each one is unable to

explain the characteristic phenomena motivating the other. Ignoring partner identity will fail in the

settings of interest in psycholinguistics where distinct information about one’s partner is available

and relevant for conversation. On the other hand, entirely sealing off the meanings built up with

one partner from expectations about others means speakers will revert to a fixed backdrop with each
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novel partner.

Hierarchical partial pooling models offer a principled compromise between these extremes:

agents equipped with such a model can integrate rich knowledge of specific partners with a mech-

anism for abstracting away what is common across different partners. These models have been key

to explaining how the human mind solves other difficult inductive problems in domains like causal

learning (Kemp, Goodman, & Tenenbaum, 2010; N. D. Goodman, Ullman, & Tenenbaum, 2011),

speech perception (Kleinschmidt & Jaeger, 2015) and concept learning (Kemp, Perfors, & Tenen-

baum, 2007) where abstract, shared properties must be jointly inferred with idiosyncratic particulars

of instances. Such a model has the potential to capture how agents make use of multiple levels of

social structure across partners and communities.

We formalize this model as a straightforward extension of the RSA model above. Specifically,

we add an additional community-level representation parameterizing the lexical prior to create a

hierarchical dependency structure (see Fig. 2.2). At the highest level of the hierarchical lexical repre-

sentation is a community-level variableΘ parameterizing the agent’s prior expectations for the likely

lexiconLi used by a novel community member i: P (Li|Θ). For simplicity, we generalize our Beta

prior in the earlier section by assumingΘ is a tensor parameterizing a matrix containing an entry

for every (w, o) in the lexiconLi. We can then place an uninformative prior P (Θ) over that tensor
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which does not overwhelm the likelihood. We will use a diagonalized multivariate Gaussian (but see

Gelman et al., 2014, p. 110, for other reasonable choices). More generally, we could allow for arbi-

trarily complex dependencies between entries of the lexicon by using a neural network with weight

tensorΘ. In Chapter 4, we will implement such a prior using an Empirical Bayes approach, only

representing a point estimate ofΘ rather than the whole distribution. For now, it only matters that

this knowledge is hierarchical: we expect all members of our language community to share some

commonality in what they mean by things.

Now that we have defined a hierarchical likelihood on lexical beliefs, we must say how we learn

partner-specific models. Our partner-specific beliefs about a particular individual’s semanticsLi

are formed by integrating our abstract lexical knowledgeΘwith particular observationsDi of that

particular individual, concretely, utterances and responses in a reference game:

P (Li|Di) ∝
∫
Θ
P (Li|Di,Θ)P (Θ|Di)

where the posteriors in the integral can be computed using Bayes rule:

P (Li|Di,Θ) ∝ P (Di|Li,Θ)P (Li|Θ)

Note that our posterior beliefs aboutΘ are in fact informed by observations from all speakers:

D =
∪k

i=1Di. Additionally, because the partner-specific model depends onΘ, Bayesian infer-

ence allows new data to systematically inform the shared, population-level representation as well

(Fig. 2.2). Critically for predictions about generalization, new language data (i.e. particular ways of

referring to the tangram shapes) may at first be more parsimoniously explained as an idiosyncratic

property of a particular partner’s lexicon, or “idiolect”. If two or three partners all happen to use the

same language, however, it starts to become more likely that a novel partner will share it as well (this
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transfer is sometimes referred to as “sharing of statistical strength.”) This formalizes the intuition

sketched in Chapter 1.

Finally, to fully specify our model and compute our partner-specific lexical posterior P (Li|Di,Θ),

we must link our beliefs about a partner’s lexica to their actual behavior with a likelihood function

P (Di|Li,Θ). This is naturally supplied by the Rational Speech Act framework used in the previ-

ous section (Frank & Goodman, 2012; N. D. Goodman & Frank, 2016; Bergen et al., 2016; Smith et

al., 2013): we assume speakers produce utterances that are parsimonious yet informative in context

with respect to their lexicon, and listeners interpret utterances by inverting a speaker model. Because

we expect our partner to use language rationally given some lexicon, the utterance they choose to

refer to some object will be probable under some lexica and highly improbable under others. In this

way, a particular agent’s language use is a cue to their particular lexicon as well as a cue to the com-

munal lexicon shared.

In summary, our hierarchical model formalizes the intuition that global conventions are learned

and generalized over repeated interactions with many different people, and that this shared semantic

prototype is the backbone supporting rapid learning for new partners and situations.

Model Results Our primary aim in this section is to examine the gradient of generalization

produced by our hierarchical model across different partners. To test this behavior, we used the same

simple scenario with two objects and two words as we used to test adaptation to a single partner.

As our measure of interest, we focus on a listener agent’s shifting expectations about which target is

being referred to as they adapt their semantic representations. Instead of presenting a stream of data

from a single partner, however, we swap in a new partner every k rounds of the reference game.

To derive quantitive behavior in this scenario, we must concretely specify the agent’s lexical priors

and a method to perform inference. We used independent Gaussian distributions for each θij ∈ Θ

as a hyper-prior and centered our partner-specific prior ℓij ∈ L at the shared value for a particular
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Figure 2.3: Listener predictions as more evidence accumulated from different partners.

partner:

P (θij) ∼ N (0, 5)

P (ℓij) ∼ N (θij , 1)

The variances chosen in these priors are assumptions about how strongly adaptation is regularized.

Using a higher variance for the hyper-prior than for the partner-specific prior corresponds to the

assumption that the agent has substantial uncertainty over the population-level lexicon, but that

individuals in the population shouldn’t vary too much from whatever that lexicon is.

We used a variational method (VI; Ranganath, Gerrish, & Blei, 2013; Blei, Kucukelbir, & McAuliffe,

2017) to perform inference in our model. Variational methods transform probabilistic inference

problems into optimization problems by approximating the true posterior with a parameterized

family. Specifically, we make a mean-field approximation and assume that the full posterior can be

factored into independent Gaussians for each random variable in the lexicon. We then optimize the

parameters of these posterior Gaussians by minimizing the evidence lower bound (ELBO) objective

(see Murphy, 2012, for more details). To examine how inferences change over time, we amortize in-

ference. We run 10,000 steps of gradient descent on the first observation to obtain a lexical posterior,
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compute the listener’s marginal prediction for the next observation, then continue running gradient

descent on the same stored parameters after including the new observation in the data.

Our simulation results are shown in Fig. 2.3. To observe behavior in the simplest case, we feed

the model the same object-target pair ({o1, w1}) on every trial. We find that the adapting listener be-

gins at chance because of its uninformative prior, but after interacting with that partner for several

rounds, it adapts its semantics to select the target well above chance. When a new partner is intro-

duced, however, it reverts nearly to its original state: because of the hierarchical structure of its lexi-

cal expectations, it was ambiguous whether the evidence from the first partner was idiosyncratic or

due to shared structure. After adapting similarly to the second partner, however, it begins its interac-

tion with a third partner with nearly the accuracy at the end of its interaction with the first partner.

Thus, expectations about an individual partners’ semantics are gradually being incorporated into

community-level expectations.

2.3 Discussion

This chapter advanced an inferential theory of meaning in which agents continually adapt their be-

liefs about the semantics used by their partner. We formalized this approach by integrating three

core cognitive mechanisms in a probabilistic framework: (1) initial uncertainty about what a part-

ner thinks words mean, (2) a mechanism for updating beliefs from observations of language use in

context, and (3) a hierarchical structure for graded generalization to new partners. Across several

simulations, we showed that agents equipped with these mechanisms coordinate on increasingly

accurate and efficient conventions with different partners.

This inferential model situates semantic meaning within a broader class of computational chal-

lenges facing agents in a constantly changing world. Critically, the heavy lifting is done by domain-

general learning mechanisms rather than specialized language modules: similar inferential mecha-
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nisms have been used to understand how internal representations are adapted for motor control

(Berniker & Kording, 2008), speech perception (Kleinschmidt & Jaeger, 2015), and visual percep-

tion (Austerweil & Griffiths, 2013). What makes the problem of semantic adaptation distinctive,

however, is its reliance on social inference. The relevant functional quantity for communicative un-

derstanding is the latent semantic representation used by another (rational) social agent in context.

Instead of assuming that a single true semantics independently exists, agents assume each partner

has their own idiosyncratic representations. They must then infer the conventions at play using a

generative model of their partner’s behavior over the course of interaction.

This social component of our inferential approach contrasts in several ways with prior theories

of adaptation in language use. First, we contrast the mechanisms in our model with the lower-level

priming mechanisms proposed in the influential interactive alignment account (Pickering & Garrod,

2004, 2006; Garrod & Pickering, 2009). According to this account, coordination on the higher-level

mental representations necessary for successful communication proceeds primarily through auto-

matic and egocentric imitation of surface statistics at lower levels. By appealing to classic spreading-

activation connectionist models (e.g. Roelofs, 1992), Pickering and Garrod (2004) have argued that

activating phonetic or syntactic features that are associated with specific lemmas in the lexicon can

percolate to strengthen higher semantic levels of representation (Pickering & Branigan, 1998). Thus,

unconsciously coupling word choices (Louwerse, Dale, Bard, & Jeuniaux, 2012), syntax (Gruberg,

Ostrand, Momma, & Ferreira, 2019; Levelt & Kelter, 1982), body postures (Lakin & Chartrand,

2003), speech rate (Giles, Coupland, & Coupland, 1991), or even informational complexity (Abney,

Paxton, Dale, & Kello, 2014) in dialogue can contribute to the coordination of higher-level semantic

representations.

We fully expect that these low-level priming effects are at play in repeated reference tasks — they

are inescapable in any memory-based retrieval process. But two signature phenomena are unable

to be explained from priming mechanisms alone: partner-specificity and reduction. If a particular
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semantic representation has been activated due to precedent in the preceding dialogue, then the

identity of the speaker should not alter its continued influence (Brennan & Hanna, 2009). Thus,

egocentric priming-based theories are inconsistent with the empirical evidence of partner-specificity

reviewed in Chapter 1.§ Furthermore, the gradual reduction of the speaker’s utterance length is

not obviously imitating any features of the listener’s language use. Explaining why speakers think

they can get away with shorter descriptions given sparse evidence of understanding (e.g. a correct

response or a simple gesture of confirmation) and resort to longer descriptions given evidence of mis-

understanding (e.g. an incorrect response) requires a mechanism for semantic coordination in the

absence of lower-level statistics.

The phenomena of reduction and partner-specificity also pose challenges for computational mod-

els of convention formation that rely on simple variants of reinforcement learning (Steels, 1995; Barr,

2004; Young, 2015; Baronchelli, 2018). While a variety of different models fall under this category,

they all share some mechanism that makes utterances more likely to be produced after communica-

tive successes and less likely after communicative failures. Because agents in these models use a single

(egocentric) representation of linguistic conventions irrespective of one’s partner, they could not

account for patterns of partner-specificity if these agents were placed in a series of repeated refer-

ence games. And again, it is not clear how naively reinforcing initially long descriptions could lead

to reduction¶. Still, a clear success of these models is their focus on the conditions under which

community-level convergence may be achieved, and it is imperative for future work to conduct simi-

§Of course, more sophisticated memory retrieval accounts that represent different partners as different
contexts (e.g Polyn, Norman, & Kahana, 2009) are consistent with partner-specificity. But evoking such an
account presupposes that social information like partner identity is already a salient and relevant feature of
the agent’s context representation and thus no longer relies purely on “egocentric” activation mechanisms.
In fact, socially-aware context reinstatement for episodic memory (with slower consolidation of “shared”
conventions) would be a valid candidate for a process-level realization of our computational-level model.

¶It is plausible that using more sophisticated reinforcement schemes on neural architectures incorporating
compositionality or recurrence into production (e.g Lazaridou, Hermann, Tuyls, & Clark, 2018) could yield
reduction with the addition of a cost term. Such a scheme would be similar in spirit to the adaptive neural
agent we propose in Chapter 3.
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lar large-scale simulations of an inferential model.

Another key direction for future work is to account for richer forms of feedback. Our simula-

tions used the simplest source of feedback: the utterance and response in a reference game. But

listeners commonly respond using verbal back-channels (uh-huh, hmmm) or more sophisticated

responses such as confirmation, suggestion, repair, or even follow-up questions. Without elabo-

rating the generative model of the listener to include these verbal behaviors, we cannot explain the

inferences a speaker will make upon hearing them. Such an elaboration will thus be critical to ex-

plaining why listeners send fewer messages over time and what impact early listener responses on

conventionalization.
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The circle of the English language has a well-defined

center but no discernible circumference.

James Murray (1884)

3
Continuous adaptation for efficient

machine communication

Linguistic communication depends critically on shared knowledge about the meanings of words

(Lewis, 1969). However, the real-world demands of communication often require speakers and lis-

teners to go beyond dictionary meanings to understand one another (H. H. Clark, 1996; Hasson,

Ghazanfar, Galantucci, Garrod, & Keysers, 2012; Stolk, Verhagen, & Toni, 2016). The social world

continually presents new communicative challenges, and agents must continually coordinate on

new meanings to meet them. For example, consider a nurse visiting a bed-ridden patient in a clut-

tered home. The first time they ask the nurse to retrieve a particular medication, the patient must
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Figure 3.1: Reference game task, listener architecture, and continual learning approach.

painstakingly refer to unfamiliar pills, e.g. “my vasoprex-tecnoblek meds for blood pressure, in a

small bluish bottle, on the bookcase in my bathroom.” After a week of care, however, they may just

ask for their “Vasotec.”

This type of flexible language use poses a challenge for models of language in machine learning.

Approaches based on deep neural networks typically learn a monolithic meaning function during

training, with fixed weights during use. For an in-home robot to communicate as flexibly and effi-

ciently with patients as a human nurse, it must be equipped with a continual learning mechanism.

Such a mechanism would present two specific advantages for interaction and communication appli-

cations. First, to the extent that current models have difficulty communicating in a new setting, an

adaptive approach can quickly improve performance on the relevant subset of language. Second, for
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human-robot contexts, an adaptive model enables speakers to communicate more efficiently as they

build up common ground, remaining understandable while expending significantly fewer words as

humans naturally do (H. H. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986).

In this chapter, we introduce a general framework for transforming neural language models into

adaptive models that can be deployed in real-time interactions with other agents. Our key insight is

that through continual interactions with the same partner in a shared context, a listener can adapt

and more efficiently communicate with its partner (Fig. 3.1). We are motivated by the hierarchical

Bayesian approaches to task-specific adaptation from Chapter 2. We implement this theoretical

approach at scale by integrating two core components: (i) a loss function combining speaker and

listener information to understand descriptions of natural images in context, and (ii) a regulariza-

tion scheme for fine-tuning the weights of this model based on previous interactions with a partner.

We show that these components enable more effective communication with human partners over

repeated interactions.

3.1 Approach

We begin by recasting communication as a multi-task problem for meta-learning. Each context and

communicative partner can be regarded as a related but distinct task making its own demands on the

agent’s language model. To be effective across many such tasks, a communicative agent must both

(1) have a good prior representation they can use to understand novel partners and contexts, and (2)

have a mechanism to rapidly update this representation from a small number of interactions.

3.1.1 Repeated reference game task

As a benchmark for studying this problem, we introduce the repeated reference game task (Fig. 3.1),

which has been widely used in cognitive science to study partner-specific adaptation in communi-
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cation (Krauss & Weinheimer, 1964; H. H. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986; Wilkes-Gibbs & Clark,

1992). This task is a special case of the more general family of reference games, where a speaker agent

is given a context ofN images (a target object o amongN − 1 distractors) and must produce an ut-

terance u that allows their partner, a listener agent, to identify owith high probability. In a repeated

reference game, each image in context appears as the target multiple times, allowing us to evaluate

how communication about a particular image changes as the speaker and listener build up a shared

history.

3.1.2 Continual adaptation with Hierarchical Bayes

Before formalizing our algorithm as a generic update rule for neural networks, we describe the the-

oretical Bayesian foundations of our approach, reviewing material from Chapter 2 in the context

of machine learning. Under a Bayesian approach, semantic representations can be viewed proba-

bilistically: we represent some uncertainty over meanings. In a hierarchical Bayesian model, this

uncertainty is structured over different partners and contexts.

At the highest level is a task-general variableΘwhich parameterizes the agent’s task-specific prior

expectations P (θi|Θ)where θi represents the semantics used by a novel partner i. Given observa-

tionsDi from communicative interactions in that context, an agent can update their task-specific

model using Bayes rule:

P (θi|Di,Θ) ∝ P (Di|θi)P (θi|Θ) (3.1)

The Bayesian formulation thus decomposes the problem of task-specific adaptation into two terms,

a prior term P (θi|Θ) and a likelihood term P (Di|θi). The prior captures the idea that different

language tasks share some task-general structure in common: in the absence of strong information

about usage departing from this common structure, the agent ought to be regularized toward their

task-general knowledge.
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The likelihood term accounts for needed deviations from general knowledge due to evidence

from the current situation. The form of the likelihood depends on the task at hand. For the ref-

erential communication task we consider here,Di = {(u, o)t} contains paired observations of

utterances u and their objects of reference o at time t. These data can be viewed from the point of

view of a speaker (generating u given o) or a listener (choosing o from a context of options, given

u) (Smith et al., 2013; Hawkins et al., 2017); these yield different likelihoods that update the seman-

tics in complementary ways. The generative model of a speaker uses the task-specific semantics θi to

sample utterances u proportional to how well they apply to o:

PS(u|o, θi) ∝ exp fθi(u, o) (3.2)

A listener can be modeled as inverting this speaker model to evaluate how well an utterance u de-

scribes each object o relative to the others in a context C of objects by normalizing (Frank & Good-

man, 2012; Vedantam, Bengio, Murphy, Parikh, & Chechik, 2017; Cohn-Gordon, Goodman, &

Potts, 2018; Monroe, Hawkins, Goodman, & Potts, 2017):

PL(o|u, C, θi) ∝ PS(u|o, θi)P (o) (3.3)

Because these views of the data from past interactionsDi provide complementary statistical informa-

tion about the task-specific semantics θi, we will combine them in our loss.

3.1.3 Continual adaptation for neural language models

While theN ×M word-object matrix used as the semantics in Chapter 2 cannot straightforwardly

generalize to unseen words and objects. It also quickly becomes intractable as the vocabulary and

object set grows, making it untenable for modeling arbitrary natural language. Here we will instead
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takeΘ to be an initialization for the weights of an image-captioning neural network (see Fig. ??A).

While it is theoretically possible to place priors on all neural network parameters and attempt to

jointly approximate posteriors (Joshi et al., 2017), current techniques for inference in Bayesian neural

networks rely on optimization of noisy gradients of variational objectives and tend not to work well.

Instead, because maintaining full hyper-priors is costly and challenging for inference, we will assume

agents only represent an empirical Bayes point estimate ofΘ (Gelman et al., 2014). Additionally,

we exploit a deep theoretical connection between the hierarchical Bayesian framework presented in

the previous section and recent deep learning approaches to multi-task learning (Nagabandi, Finn,

& Levine, 2018; Grant, Finn, Levine, Darrell, & Griffiths, 2018; Jerfel, Grant, Griffiths, & Heller,

2018). Given a task-general initialization, regularized gradient descent on a particular task is equiva-

lent to conditioning on new data under a Bayesian prior. We exploit this connection to propose an

online continual learning scheme for a neural listener model that can adapt to a human speaker in a

challenging referential communication task.

Concretely, we consider an image-captioning network that combines a convolutional visual en-

coder (ResNet-152) with an LSTM decoder (Vinyals, Toshev, Bengio, & Erhan, 2015). The LSTM

takes a 300-dimensional embedding as input for each word in an utterance and then uses a softmax

layer to linearly project back to a distribution over the vocabulary size. An adapter replacing the final

fully connected layer of the encoder was jointly pre-trained with the decoder on the COCO training

captions and then frozen as our task-general initializationΘ. For each utterance-object data point

observed in the current task, we take a small number of gradient steps fine-tuning the decoder’s

weights to better account for the speaker’s usage (see Algorithm 1). We consider several loss terms

and techniques to do so.

Speaker and listener likelihood. The primary signal available for adaptation is the (log-)

probability of the new data under speaker and listener likelihoods given in Eqns. 3.2-3.3. Our speaker
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Algorithm 1 : Update step for adaptive language model
Input: θt: weights at time t
Output: θt+1: updated weights
Data: (ut, ot): observed utterance and object at time t
for step do

sample augmented batch of sub-utterances u ∼ P(u)
update θt ← θt + β∇[P (u|o) + P (o|u) + reg(o, u)]

end for

likelihood serves to make the observed utterance more likely for the target in isolation, while our lis-

tener likelihood makes it more likely relative to other objects in context. The speaker and listener

likelihoods can be computed directly from the neural captioning model, where each word is dis-

tributed according to a softmax over the LSTM output given the sentence so far.

Regularization. We introduce three kinds of regularization terms to approximate the Bayesian

prior on task-specific learning. First, rather than directly regularizing weights, a speaker KL regular-

ization term minimizes the divergence between the captioning model’s output probabilities before

and after fine-tuning (Yu, Yao, Su, Li, & Seide, 2013; Galashov et al., 2018). Since the support for

our distribution of captions are infinite, we approximate the divergence incrementally by expand-

ing from the maximum a posteriori (MAP) word at each step according to P , where P represents

the model at initialization andQt represents the model at time t. This loss is then averaged across

random images from the full domainO, not just those in context:

∑
o∼O

∑
i

DKL
(
P (wi|o, wMAP

i−1 )||Qt(wi|o, wMAP
i−1 )

)
(3.4)

Second, we derive a listener KL regularization term which compares the initial listener distribution

over objects in context o ∈ C with the fine-tuned model’s distribution: DKL (P (o|u)||Qt(o|u)) .

The third form of regularization we consider is local rehearsal. We evaluate our listener likelihood
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over prior observations (u, o) ∈ Di to prevent overfitting to the most recent observation. To cap-

ture how the likelihood overwhelms the prior with increasing data in Bayesian updating, we anneal

the listener regularization and rehearsal over the course of interaction while reverse-annealing the

listener likelihood.

Data augmentation. A final component of our algorithm is the introduction of a data aug-

mentation step on the new utterance u. Ideally, an adaptive agent should learn that sub-components

of the observed utterance are compositionally responsible for this meaning. We thus derive a small

training datasetD(u) from u; for simplicity, we take the (ordered) powersetD(u) = P(u) of all

sub-utterances.*

3.2 Evaluations

To evaluate our model, we implemented a repeated reference game using images from the validation

set of COCO (Lin et al., 2014) as the targets of reference. To construct challenging contexts C, we

used our pre-trained visual encoder to find sets of highly similar images. We extracted feature vectors

for each image, partitioned the images into 100 groups using a k-means algorithm, sampled one im-

age from each cluster, and took its 3 nearest neighbors in feature space, yielding 100 unique contexts

of 4 images each†.

3.2.1 Human baselines

We first investigated the baseline performance of human speakers and listeners. We recruited 113 par-

ticipants from Amazon Mechanical Turk and automatically paired them into an interactive environ-

ment with a chatbox. For each of these 56 pairs, we sampled a context and constructed a sequence of

*Grammatical acceptability could in principle be taken into account using alternative sets derived from a
syntactic parse.

†Using pre-trained VGG as the encoder gave qualitatively similar contexts.
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Speaker KL regularization prevents catastrophic forgetting. Error bars and ribbons are bootstrapped 95%CIs.

24 trials structured into 6 repetition blocks, where each of the 4 images appeared as the target once

per block. We prevented the same target appearing twice in a row and scrambled the order of the

images on each player’s screen on each trial.

We found that pairs of humans were remarkably accurate at this task, with performance near

ceiling on every round. At the same time, they grew increasingly efficient in their communication:

the utterance length decreased from an average of 7 words per image on the first repetition to only

3 words on the last. A mixed-effects regression with random slopes and intercepts accounting for

variability at the pair- and context-level found a significant decrease in utterance length across repeti-

tions, t = −5.8, p < 0.001 (Fig. 3.2A).

3.2.2 Model evaluation with human partner

Next, we evaluated how our adaptive listener performed in real-time interaction with human speak-

ers. We recruited 45 additional participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk who were told they

would be paired with an artificial agent learning how they talk. This task was identical to the one

performed by humans, except participants were only allowed to enter a single message through the

chatbox on each trial. This message was then sent to a GPU where the model weights from the previ-

ous trial were loaded, used to generate a response, and updated in real-time for the next round. The
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approximate latency for the model to respond was 6-8 seconds.

We used a batch size of 8, learning rate of 0.0005, and took 8 gradient steps after each trial. For

our loss objective, we used a linear combination of the speaker likelihood loss, listener likelihood

loss, and all three regularization terms. We found that a listener based on a pre-trained neural cap-

tioning model—the initialization for our adapting model—performs much less accurately than hu-

mans due to the challenging nature of the reference task. Yet our model rapidly improves in accuracy

as it coordinates on appropriate meanings with human speakers. Similarly, while speakers did not

simplify their utterances to the same extent as they did with other humans, perhaps due to early feed-

back about errors, they nonetheless became significantly more efficient over time, b = −19, t = −5

(see Fig. 3.2A).

3.3 Analysis

We proceed to a series of lesion analyses that analyze the role played by each component of our ap-

proach.
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3.3.1 Preventing catastrophic forgetting

Fine-tuning repeatedly on a small number of data points presents a clear risk of catastrophic forget-

ting (Robins, 1995), losing our ability to produce utterances for other images. Our speaker KL regu-

larization (Eqn. 3.4) was intended to play the same role as a Bayesian prior, preventing catastrophic

forgetting by tethering task-specific behavior to the task-general model. To test the effectiveness of

this term, we examined the likelihood of different captions before and after adaptation to the hu-

man baseline utterances. First, we sampled a random set of images from COCO that were not used

in our experiment as control images, and used the initialized state of the LSTM to greedily generate

a caption for each. We also generated initial captions for the target objects in context. We recorded

the likelihood of all of these sampled captions under the model at the beginning and at each step of

adaptation until the final round. Finally, we greedily generated an utterance for each target at the

end and retrospectively evaluated its likelihood at earlier states. These likelihood curves are shown

with and without speaker KL regularization in Fig. 3.2B. The final caption becomes more likely in

both cases; without the KL term, the initial captions for both targets and unrelated controls are

(catastrophically) lost.

3.3.2 Lesioning loss terms

We next simulated our adaptive listener’s performance hearing utterances from the human baseline

under lesioned losses (Fig. 3.3). We found that rehearsal on previous rounds had the largest qual-

itative benefit, allowing for faster adaptation on early rounds, while data augmentation and the

non-rehearsal listener terms provided small boosts later in the game. Compared to a non-adapting

baseline, however, even a simple loss only containing the speaker likelihood and speaker KL regular-

ization performed better over time—successfully adapting to human language use.
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HAMLET: Do you see yonder cloud that’s almost in

shape of a camel?

POLONIUS: By th’ mass, and ’tis like a camel indeed.

HAMLET: Methinks it is like a weasel.

POLONIUS: It is backed like a weasel.

HAMLET: Or like a whale.

POLONIUS: Very like a whale.

Shakespeare – Hamlet, Act 3, Scene 2 4
Characterizing conventions: the dynamics

of structure and content

Human language use is flexible, continuously adapting to the needs of the current situation. In

the previous chapter, we introduced a challenging repeated reference game benchmark for artificial

agents, which requires such adaptability to succeed. Inspired by the Bayesian model in Chapter 2, we

proposed a continual learning approach that forms context-specific conventions by adapting general-

purpose semantic knowledge. Even when models based on general-purpose knowledge perform

poorly, our approach allowed human speakers working with adapted variants of such models to

become more accurate and more efficient over time.
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The computational approach developed in these chapters explains key qualitative features of how

speakers and listeners may dynamically solve the problem of talking with new partners about new

referents. However, further model development depends critically upon a finer-grained characteriza-

tion of the quantitative signatures of semantic adaptation found in human communication. Certain

fundamental descriptive questions remain unanswered, and important theoretical constructs remain

poorly operationalized. For example, it has been widely observed that utterances reduce in length

as common ground is accumulated. But a precise characterization what gets reduced, and how, has

remained elusive. What determines whether a particular word is dropped or preserved? Are words

dropped randomly or systematically in phrases? Similarly, while theoretical definitions of constructs

like arbitrariness or stability have loomed over the theoretical analysis of conventions (Lewis, 1969),

it has been unclear how exactly to measure the extent to which these properties hold in a particu-

lar task and how they may evolve over the course of interaction. Without addressing these gaps in

measurement, it is difficult to set criteria to distinguish among different models.

In this chapter, we examine these questions in a large corpus of referring expressions from a new

web-based replication of the classic Tangrams task (H. H. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986). The com-

putational techniques necessary to analyze such rich natural language data were limited at the time

of prior work, but have become newly tractable given developments in natural language processing

(NLP). Our analyses divide into two broad categories roughly corresponding the dynamics of con-

tent and structure of referring expressions across interaction. To examine content, we extracted word

embeddings (e.g. GloVe vectors) for each message to calculate the similarity of messages within and

across pairs. We found that while different pairs coordinate on a wide range of idiosyncratic solu-

tions to the problem of reference, they do so in an increasingly stable and path-dependent manner.

Further, words that are more discriminative in the initial context (i.e. that were used for one target

more than others) are more likely to persist through the final round. To examine structure, we ex-

tracted parts of speech and syntax trees from the text to understand what was reducing and how.
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We found that pairs systematically drop entire modifying phrases at each repetition, leaving only

open-class parts of speech (e.g. an adjective and noun) by the final round. These findings provide

higher resolution into the quantitative dynamics of convention formation and support the mod-

eling framework introduced in earlier chapters. Based on usage, new meanings are systematically

grounded with a partner to support more efficient communication.

4.1 Methods: Repeated reference experiment

To collect a large corpus of natural dialogue that allows us to measure how pairs coordinate on

meaning over time, we faced two primary decisions. First, to observe the formative period of linguis-

tic conventions, we required novel, ambiguous stimuli for which participants didn’t already have

strong initial conventions. Second, to observe the dynamics of conventions over time, we needed

the same coordination problem to be repeated over time, such that earlier outcomes are relevant for

later decisions. These criteria are satisfied by a repeated reference game design in which participants

refer to the same objects across multiple rounds as they build up a shared history of interaction, or

common ground, with their partner.

We developed two variants of the game: a relatively unconstrained free-matching version that

more closely replicates the classic in-lab design, and a more tightly controlled cued version that al-

lows for higher resolution analyses of how references to individual tangrams changed over time (see

Fig. 4.1). The free-matching version was an exploratory sample, but we pre-registered our full pre-

processing and analysis pipeline for the cued version*. While we have released the corpus from the

free-matching version†, we privilege the cued version throughout the paper as our confirmatory sam-

ple.

*https://osf.io/2zwmx
†https://cocolab.stanford.edu/datasets/tangrams.html
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Participants

A total of 480 participants (218 in the free-matching version and 262 in the cued version) were re-

cruited from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk and paired into dyads to play a real-time communication

game using the framework in (Hawkins, 2015).

Exclusion criteria

After excluding games that terminated before the completion of the experiment due to server er-

ror or network disconnection (40 in free matching and 33 in cued), as well as games where partici-

pants reported a native language different from English (2 in free matching and 3 in cued), we imple-

mented an additional exclusion criterion based on accuracy. We used a 66/66 rule, excluding pairs

that got fewer than 66% of the tangrams correct (≥ 8 of 12) on more than 66% of blocks (≥ 4 of

6). While the most pairs were near ceiling accuracy by the final round, this rule excluded 11 in free

matching and 8 in cued who appeared to be guessing or rushing to completion. After all exclusions,

we were left with a free matching corpus containing a total of 8,639 messages over 56 complete games

and a cued corpus containing 9,164 messages over 83 games.

Stimuli & Procedure

On every trial, participants were shown a 6 × 2 grid containing twelve tangram shapes, reproduced

from (H. H. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986). After passing a short quiz about task instructions, partici-

pants were randomly assigned the role of either ‘director’ or ‘matcher’ and automatically paired into

virtual rooms containing a chat box and the grid of stimuli. Both participants could freely use the

chat box to communicate at any time.

In the free-matching version, our procedure closely followed (H. H. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986).

The director and matcher began each round with scrambled boards. The director’s tangrams were
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fixed in place, but the matcher’s could be clicked and dragged into new positions. The players was in-

structed to communicate through the chat box such that the matcher could rearrange their shapes to

match the order of the director’s board. When the players were satisfied that their boards matched,

the matcher clicked a ‘submit’ button that gave players batched feedback on their score (out of 12)

and scrambled the tangrams for the next round. After six rounds, players were redirected to a short

exit survey. Cells were labeled with fixed numbers from one to twelve in order to help participants

easily refer to locations in the grid (see Fig. 4.1).

While this replicated design allows for highly naturalistic interaction, it poses several problems for

text-based analyses. First, utterances must contain not only descriptions of the tangrams but also in-

formation about the intended location (e.g. ’number 10 is the …’). Additionally, because there were

no constraints on the sequence, participants can revisit tangrams out of order or mention multiple

tangrams in a single message, making it difficult to isolate exactly which utterances referred to which

tangrams without extensive hand-annotation. Finally, the design of the ‘submit’ button made it easy

for players to occasionally advance to the next round without referring to all 12 tangrams.

For the cued version, then, we designed a more straightforwardly sequential variation on the task

where speakers are privately cued to refer to targets one-by-one and feedback is given on each round

(see Fig. 4.1); this allows us to straightforwardly conduct analyses at the tangram-by-tangram level.

On each trial, one of the twelve tangrams was privately highlighted for the director as the target.

Instead of clicking and dragging into place, matchers simply clicked the one they believed was the

target. They were not allowed to click until after a message was sent by the speaker. We constructed

a sequence of six blocks of twelve trials (for a total of 72 trials), where each tangram appeared once

per block. Because targets were cued one at a time, numbers labeling each square in the grid were

irrelevant and we removed them. The context of tangrams was scrambled on every trial, and partic-

ipants were given full, immediate feedback: the director saw which tangram their partner clicked,

and the matcher saw the intended tangram.
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Data pre-processing

We used a three step pre-processing pipeline to prepare our corpus for subsequent analyses. Unless

otherwise noted, we used the open-source Python package spaCy to implement all NLP tasks.

1. Spell-checking and regularization: We conservatively extracted all tokens that did not exist
in the vocabulary of the smallest available (∼ 50,000 word) spaCymodel and passed them
through the SymSpell spell-checker ‡. These suggested corrections were then sequentially pre-
sented to the first author and either accepted or overridden at their judgement. This process
constructed a reproducible spell-correction dictionary we applied to our dataset.

2. Cleaning unrelated discourse: Because we allowed our participants to interact in real-time
through the chat box, many pairs produced text unrelated to the task of referring to the cur-
rent target (e.g. greeting one another, asking personal questions, commenting on the length
of the task or the results of previous rounds). We wanted to ensure that our structural results
were not confounded by patterns in this kind of discourse across the task, and that the seman-
tic content we observe on a particular trial is in fact being used to refer to the current target
rather than task-irrelevant topics or, as we found in some cases, referring to other tangrams
while debriefing previous errors. We therefore applied a manual pass applying a rubric that
any text not directly referring to the current target is removed. For example, utterances like
“this is the one we got wrong last time” were kept in because they were referring to a property
of the current tangram, but utterances like “good job” and “they’ll go quicker if you remem-
ber what I say!” are not. This process also created a reproducible JSON.

3. Collapsing multiple messages within a round: Finally, some speakers used our chat box like
an texting interface, hitting the enter key between every micro-phrase of text. This made it
difficult to interpret the output of syntactic parses. We therefore collapsed repeated messages
by a participant within a round into a single message by inserting commas between successive
messages. We chose to use commas because it tends to maintain grammaticality and does not
inflate word counts.

‡https://github.com/wolfgarbe/SymSpell
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4.2 Results: characterizing the dynamics of content

The inferential account laid out in earlier chapters makes three key predictions about how speakers

change the content of their referring expressions over time. First, if participants are influenced by

pragmatic pressures to be informative, the labels that conventionalize should not be a random draw

from the initial description. Instead, we predict that more distinctive words in initially successful

labels (e.g. words used exclusively to describe one tangram) will be more likely to remain in later de-

scriptions. Second, due to sources of variability in the population of speakers, we predict that the

referring expressions used by different pairs will increasingly diverge to different, idiosyncratic la-

bels. In other words, different pairs will find different but equally successful equilibria in the space

of possible linguistic conventions. Third, as speakers learn and gradually strengthen their expecta-

tions about how their partner will interpret their referring expressions, the labels used within each

pair for each tangram with stabilize. In other words, once there is evidence that a particular label is

successfully understood, there is little reason to deviate from it. Because these analyses depend on

tangram-level resolution, we only examine the “cued” dataset in this section.

4.2.1 Initially distinctive words are more likely to conventionalize

We begin by investigating which content is dropped and which is preserved. Which computational

principles may allow us to predict whether a particular word in a speaker’s initial description of an

object will become established as a convention for referring to it on later rounds? In previous chap-

ters, we discussed two principles that are particular relevant for this question. First, if speakers are

attempting to be informative in a particular context of other tangrams then the Gricean maxim of

quality suggests that a good referring expression is one that applies more strongly to the target than

to the distractors. Properties that are shared in common across multiple objects are poor candidates

for conventions that must distinguish among them. Second, the principles of cross-situational mean-
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ing adaptation suggest that these informativity considerations will be strengthened through learning.

The exclusive usage of a word with one tangram and no others should reinforce the specificity of

that meaning in the local discourse context, even if the listener may be a priori willing to extend it

to other targets. Conversely, if a particular word has been successfully used with several different

referents, its specificity may be weakened in the local context. Putting these principles together, we

hypothesized that more initially distinctive words would be more likely to conventionalize.

For each pair of participants, we quantified the distinctiveness of a wordw as nw: the number

of tangrams that it was used to describe on the first repetition. A word that is only used in the de-

scription of a single tangram (e.g. a descriptive noun like “rabbit”) would be very distinctive, while

a word used with all 12 tangrams (e.g. an article like “the”) would be not distinctive at all. While

this formulation is the most transparent to state in words, it is equivalent (up to a constant) to

two popular and theoretically motivated measures of distinctiveness used in natural language pro-

cessing (Salton & Buckley, 1988). The first is term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf;

Sparck Jones, 1972), which multiplies the term frequency tf(w, d) of a wordw in a document d

by a “global” term log(N/nw)whereN is the total number of documents and nw is the number of

documents containingw. In our case, the “documents” are just the referring expressions used for a

distinct tangram on the first round, soN = 12 and we can take tf(w, d) to be a boolean for sim-

plicity: 1 if the word occurs, 0 if it does not. We can thus retrieve our simpler measure by exponen-

tiating, dividing by 12, and taking the inverse. The second is positive point-wise mutual information

(PPMI). Point-wise mutual information compares the joint probability of a word occurring with a

particular tangram to the probability of the two occurring independently:

PMIword,tangram = log
P (word, tangram)

P (word)P (tangram)

Positive point-wise mutual information is given by min(0, PMI), restricting the lower bound to 0.
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It can be shown for our case that tf-idf is the maximum likelihood estimator for PPMI: the numera-

tor reduces to a boolean when we only have one observation per tangram (Robertson, 2004).

Given this simple but principled measure of word distinctiveness at the speaker-by-speaker level

– the number of tangrams it was initially used with – we were interested in the extent to which it

accounts for conventionalization, the probability that a word in the speaker’s initial description is

preserved until the end of the game. More than half of the words used to refer to a tangram on the

final round (57%) appeared in the initial utterance. § We thus restricted our attention to this subset

of words, coding them with a 1 if they later appeared in the final round and 0 if they did not. We

then ran a mixed-effects logistic regression including a fixed effect of initial distinctiveness (using

the transformed tf-idf for stability) and maximal random effect structure with intercepts and slopes

for each tangram and pair of participants. We found a significant positive effect of distinctiveness:

§The 43% of final round words that did not exactly match were often synonyms or otherwise semanti-
cally related to words used on the first round, e.g. “foot” on the first round vs. “leg” on the last. In other
cases, the labels used at the end were introduced after the first repetition, e.g. one pair only started using the
conventionalized label “portrait” on repetition 3.
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words that were used with a larger number of tangrams on the first round were less likely to conven-

tionalize, b = −0.23, z = −6.1 (see Fig. 4.2). Similar results are found using the derived measure

of tf-idf.

Finally, we conducted a non-parametric permutation test. For each speaker and tangram, we ran-

domly sampled a word from the initial utterance and computed the mean probability of this word

also being used on the final round. Repeating this procedure 1000 times yielded a null distribution

ranging from 2.5% to 6.6%. However, if we instead sample from the words with maximal distinctive-

ness, we obtained a distribution ranging from 24% to 31%, which is non-overlapping with the null

distribution. Thus, if we must make a bet on which words will become conventionalized, placing

our bet on the most distinctive ones will yield much higher returns.

4.2.2 Conventions diverge across pairs and stabilize within pairs

To jointly examine our other predictions about the dynamics of content, we introduce two different

quantitative measures of similarity: one based on properties of the discrete word count distribution

and the other based on distances computed between continuous vector embeddings of referring ex-

pressions. Because these analyses depend on the identity of word tokens, we applied a lemmatizer to

further standardize the input. Lemmatization maps multiple morphological variants (e.g. ‘played,’

‘playing,’ ‘plays’) to the same stem (‘play’). We do not want an observed difference between two

pairs to be driven simply by different forms of the same word.

Measuring convergence and divergence with discrete word distributions We

begin by examining the discrete distribution of words that each pair uses to refer to each tangram, ex-

cluding standard stop words. If a pair of participants converges on stable labels for a tangram, then

this stability should manifest in a highly structured distribution over words throughout the game

for that pair. If different speakers discover diverging conventions, this idiosyncracy should also man-
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ifest in differing word distributions. We formalize these intuitions by examining the information-

theoretic measure of entropy:

H(W ) =
∑
w

P (w) logP (w)

The entropy of the word distribution for a pair is maximized when all words are used equally often

and declines as the distribution becomes more structured, i.e. when the probability mass is more

concentrated on a subset of words.

To compare word distributions across games, we use a permutation test methodology. By scram-

bling referring expressions for each tangram across games and recomputing the entropy of the scram-

bled word distribution, we effectively disrupt any structure within each pair. There are two impor-

tant inferences we can draw from this test. First, in a null scenario where different pairs did not di-

verge as predicted and instead every pair coordinated on roughly the same (optimal) convention for

each tangram, this permutation operation would have no effect since it would be mixing together

copies of the same distribution. Second, in another null scenario where pairs did not converge and
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instead varied wildly in the words they used from round to round, then permuting across games

would also have no effect since it would simply mix together word distributions that already have

high entropy. Hence, scrambling should increase the average game’s entropy only in the case where

both predictions hold: each game’s idiosyncratic but concentrated distribution of words would be

mixed together to form more heterogeneous and therefore high-entropy distributions.

Following this logic, we computed the average within-game entropy for 1000 different permu-

tations of speaker utterances. We permuted utterances within rounds rather than across the entire

data set to control for the fact that earlier rounds may generically differ from later rounds. Because

we are permuting and measuring entropy at the tangram-level, this yields 12 permuted distributions

(see Fig. 4.3). We found that the mean empirical entropy lay well outside the null distribution for all

twelve tangrams, p < .001, consistent with our predictions of internal stability within pairs and

multiple equilibria across pairs.

Measuring similarity using vector space embeddings A more direct way to quantify

convergence within and divergence across different pairs is to use a continuous similarity between

vector space embeddings of utterances. Although the idea of using dense vector space representa-

tions of words to measure similarity is an old one (Osgood, 1952; Landauer & Dumais, 1997; Bengio,

Ducharme, Vincent, & Jauvin, 2003), recent breakthroughs in machine learning have yielded rapid

improvements in these representations (e.g Mikolov, Sutskever, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013; Pen-

nington, Socher, & Manning, 2014). To quantify the dynamics of semantic context in referring

expressions across and within games, we extracted the 300-dimensional GloVe vector for each word.

We then averaged these word vectors to obtain a single sentence vector for each referring expres-

sion¶. To avoid artifacts from function words, we only included open-class content words (nouns,

¶Variations on such naive averaging methods are surprisingly strong baselines for sentence representa-
tions (Arora, Liang, & Ma, 2017), performing better than supervised LSTM representations or unsupervised
skip-thought vectors (Kiros et al., 2015)
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of similarities between different utterances within and across different games.

adjectives, verbs) in this average. We can then define a similarity metric between any pair of vectors

⟨ui, uj⟩. We find that our results are robust to several choices of metric, but for simplicity we will

use cosine similarity

cos θij =
ui · uj
∥ui∥∥uj∥

throughout the presentation below.

Utterances are more similar overall within games than between games Before

examining the dynamics of these vectors, we first test the basic prediction that utterances within a

game are more similar overall than utterances across games, reflecting systematic variability in how

different pairs solve the referential challenge posed by the reference game. For each tangram, we

computed the pairwise similarity between all utterances within a game and also across games. The

distributions of these values are shown in Fig. 4.4. We estimated the distance between these distri-

butions using the standard normalized sensitivity d′ = µA−µW√
1/2(σ2

A+σ2
W )

= 2.71. To compare this

estimated difference against the null hypotheses that within- and across-game similarities are drawn

from the same distribution, we conducted a permutation test by scrambling ‘within’ and ‘across’
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labels for each similarity and re-computing d′ 1000 times. We found that our observed value was

extremely unlikely under this null distribution, 95%CI : [−0.09, 0.09], p < 0.001.

In other words, utterances from a single pair tend to cluster together in semantic space while dif-

ferent pairs are more spread out in different parts of the space. This observation is consistent with

our hypothesis that different pairs discover different conventions while a single pair tends to keep

using a convention once established. Having established this separation between similarity distri-

butions in aggregate, we proceed to ask more fine-grained questions about the dynamics through

space: how do individual pairs evolve in their content over successive rounds? To more rigorously

test our predictions about gradual divergence to multiple equilibria and convergence to internally

stable conventions, we conducted three analyses directly on the semantic vectors.

Increasing dissimilarity from initial utterance First, we hypothesized that there was

cumulative change in the semantic content of a particular pair’s utterances across repetitions. Con-

cretely, we predicted that within a particular pair of participants, utterances on later repetitions

would become increasingly dissimilar from the initial utterance. We tested this prediction in a mixed-

effects regression model including (orthogonalized) linear and quadratic fixed effects of the ‘lag’

from the first repetition (i.e. 1 for the second repetition, 2 for the third repetition, etc) as well as max-

imal random effects for each tangram and pair of participants. We found a significant linear decrease

in similarity to the initial round as the lag becomes larger, b = −3.5, t = 12.2, as well as a signifi-

cant quadratic term, b = 1.1, t = 5.3, suggesting that this decrease in similarity slows down over

time (see Fig. 6.5A).

However, since the entire distribution of utterances may have drifted to a different region of

the semantic space for generic reasons (e.g., because they were shorter overall), we compared the

estimated drift within pairs of participants to a permuted baseline. For each target tangram, we

scrambled utterances across different pairs of participants and re-ran our mixed-effects model to
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Figure 4.5: Utterances within a pair (A) becomemore dissimilar from initial utterance and (B) becomemore similar to

successive utterances on later repetitions, but (C) utterances across pairs become steadily more dissimilar. Error bars

are bootstrapped 95%CIs; dotted line represents permuted baseline.

obtain a null distribution representing the decrease in semantic distance from a random speaker’s

utterance on the first round. We found that this permuted baseline also showed a linear decrease

over time, but our true estimate (b = −3.5) fell narrowly outside the null distribution of effects

(95%CI = [−3.34,−3.04]), showing that utterances by a particular speaker drifted from their

own initial utterance to a slightly greater degree than would be expected due to generic differences

between utterances made at different timepoints in an interaction ‖. This difference is likely a con-

sequence of random utterances from different speakers being more dissimilar even on early repeti-

tions, thus depressing the overall slope.

Increasing internal consistency within interaction As speakers modified their ut-

terances across successive repetitions, we additionally hypothesized that they would converge on

increasingly consistent ways of referring to each tangram. To test this prediction, we computed

the semantic similarity between successive utterances produced by each speaker when referring to

‖Both here and for the permuted baselines in the subsequent two analyses we needed to simplify the ran-
dom effects structure to contain only random intercepts due to convergence issues over the large number of
permutations. However, we were interested in the coefficient estimate rather than statistical significance in
these permuted models, and estimates appeared stable across different random effects structures.
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same tangram (i.e. repetition k to k + 1). A mixed-effects model with linear and quadratic fixed

effects of repetition number and maximal random effects for both tangram and pair of participants

showed that similarity between successive utterances increased substantially throughout an interac-

tion (b = 2.7, t = 10.9; Fig. 6.5B). The quadratic term was not significant (b = −0.4, t = −1.8).

Again, we compared our empirical estimate of the magnitude of this trend to a null distribution of

slopes estimated by scrambling utterances across pairs and re-running the regression model.The

estimated slope fell outside this null distribution, for which similarity was strongly decreasing,

CI = [−5.9,−5.4], providing evidence that increasingly consistent ways of referring to each object

manifested only for series of utterances produced within the same interaction.

Increasingly different content across interactions Finally, we predicted that the

way different pairs refer to the same tangram would become increasingly dissimilar from each other

across repetitions, gradually diverging into different equilibria. We tested this prediction by comput-

ing the mean pairwise similarity between utterances used by different speakers to refer to the same

object. The large sample of pairwise similarities (N = 257, 040 = 12 tangrams × 6 repetitions ×
85·84
2 distinct pairs) presented both advantages and disadvantages. On one hand, we could obtain

highly reliable estimates of mean similarity. On the other hand, larger random-effects structures led

to convergence problems. We therefore ran a mixed-effects regression model including linear and

quadratic fixed effects of repetition number including maximal random effects only at the tangram-

level. We found a strong negative linear fixed effect of repetition on between-game semantic similar-

ity (b = −50.7, t = 16.8) as well as a significant quadratic effect (b = 16.1, t = 12), indicating

that this divergence slows over time as each pair stabilizes, (see Fig. 6.5C). We again conducted a

permutation test to compare this t value with what would be expected from scrambling utterances

across repetitions for each pair and target. We found that the estimated slope was highly unlikely

under this distribution (CI = −2.5, 2.9], p < 0.001).
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flying

arms up

inflatable 
balloon guy

angel

crazy 
arms

arms spread 
wide

ghost

choir singer

falling 
backwards

person raising 
their arms up 
like a choir singer

preacher

hands up 
in air

Figure 4.6: 2D projection of semantic embeddings for example tangram. Each arrow represents the trajectory be-

tween the rst round to last round for a distinct pair of participants. Color represents the rotational angle of the nal

location tomore easily see where each pair began. Annotations are provided for select utterances, representing differ-

ent equilibria found by different participants.

Visualizing trajectories through vector space Finally, to better understand the

changes uncovered by these analyses of utterance embeddings, we visualize the trajectories taken

by each pair of participants when referring to a particular example tangram, annotating utterances

in several parts of the space. First, we took the first 50 components recovered by running Principal

Components Analysis (PCA) on the 300-dimensional utterance embeddings. We then use t-SNE

(Maaten & Hinton, 2008) to stochastically embed the lower-dimensional PCA representation of

each utterance in a common 2D vector space. In Fig. 4.6, each arrow connects the first and last utter-

ance a particular pair used to refer to this tangram.
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We observe that the initial utterances of each game tend to cluster tightly near the center of the

space and the final utterances are dispersed more widely around the edges. This pattern is consistent

with the hypothesis that different speakers overlap more in the content of their early descriptions be-

fore honing in on more distinctive different equilibria later in the game (see 4.2.1). For this particular

tangram, there were a handful of semantically distinct labels that served as equilibria for multiple

pairs (“ghost,” “flying,” “angel”) as well as many more idiosyncratic labels. Pairs often initially men-

tioned multiple properties (e.g. “person raising their arms up like a choir singer”) before breaking

the symmetry and collapsing to one of these properties (“choir singer”).

4.3 Results: characterizing the dynamics of structure

In the previous section, we examined the dynamics of semantic content. We found that pairs con-

verged systematically on distinctive words but different pairs discovered different solutions to the

same coordination problem. Here, by contrast, we examine the dynamics of structure, testing the

extent to which different pairs share more abstract commonalities in the structural changes of their

referring expressions over time, even while differing in their content. In particular, we examine how

different pairs reduce the length of their utterances. What sequence of transformations is applied to

reduce long initial descriptions into shorter final ones?

4.3.1 Dialogue between speaker and listener

Before focusing our analysis on the dynamics of how directors transform their referring expressions

over time, we first on the broader structure of bi-directional dialogue exchanges. Conceptual pacts

are formed collaboratively (H. H. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986): directors and matchers engage in a

bi-directional process where matchers ask follow-up questions, suggest corrections, and acknowl-

edge or verbally confirm their understanding through a backchannel. In the absence of feedback,
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Figure 4.7: (A) Listeners reply with interactive feedback less often over repetitions, and (B) speakers are sensitive to

listener response feedback, increasingmessage length on the subsequent repetition of a tangram after an error is

made.

descriptions may not necessarily get shorter (Krauss & Weinheimer, 1966; Garrod, Fay, Lee, Oberlan-

der, & MacLeod, 2007).

While we automatically supplied minimal feedback about the listener’s response each round, we

predict that the additional feedback from listener backchannel replies should be highest on the first

round and drop off once meanings are agreed upon. To test this prediction, we coded whether the

listener sent a message or not on each trial and fit a mixed-effects logistic regression model with a

fixed effect of repetition, random intercepts and slopes for each pair of participants, and a random

intercept for each target. We found that the probability of the listener sending a message decreased

significantly over the game (b = −0.84, t = −9.1, p < 0.001;Fig.4.7A). In aggregate, 76%

of listeners send at least one message in the first repetition block, but only 6% sent a message in the

last block. These rates found in our online text-based replication are lower overall than in-person lab

experiments, but we nonetheless strongly replicated the overall trend.

Next, we examined the extent to which speakers were sensitive to listener response feedback in

modulating their utterances. If the listener failed to select the correct target, the speaker may take
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this as evidence that their description was insufficient and attempt to provide more detail the next

time they must refer to the same tangram. If the listener is correct, on the other hand, the speaker

may take this as evidence of understanding and reduce their level of detail on future repetitions. We

tested these predictions by comparing the proportional change in utterance length on the repetition

after an error against the change in length after a correct response (i.e. (nt − nt−1)/nt−1). This

measure could be positive, indicating a net increase in utterance length, or negative, indicating a

reduction.

We fit a mixed-effects regression model predicting this measure with an effect-coded categorical

fixed effect of previous round feedback and a (centered) continuous effect of repetition number,

including random intercepts and effects of feedback for each speaker. We found a significant main

effect of feedback, even controlling for repetition: utterance length changed more in the shorter

direction after correct responses than after negative responses, b = −0.18, t = −6.2 (see Fig.

4.7B). Indeed, speakers were more likely on average to add words on the repetition after an error

at any point in the game. Because repetitions of the same tangram were spaced out and errors were

relatively rare, this effect is unlikely to simply reflect heightened attention on trials after an error. In-

stead, this pattern of results is consistent with sensitivity to tangram-specific evidence of the listener’s

understanding.

4.3.2 Understanding reduction

Next, we turn to a set of analyses examining the reduction in utterance length over the course of the

experiment. At the coarsest level, we find that the mean number of words used by speakers decreases

over time (see Fig. 4.8) in both the free matching and cued variants of the task. Free matching re-

quired more words overall because participants needed to additionally mention which tangram they

were referring to (i.e. “number 3 is the …“). This result replicates the highly reliable reduction effect

found throughout the literature on repeated reference games (e.g Krauss & Weinheimer, 1964; Bren-
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nan & Clark, 1996), including our own results using COCO images in Chapter 3. Perhaps because of

the text-based (vs. spoken) interface, participants in our task used fewer words overall than reported

by (H. H. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986). The following analyses break down this broad reduction

into a finer-grained set of phenomena on the cued corpus.

Reduction in parts of speech The first level of granularity concerns which kinds of words

are most likely to be dropped. We used the SpaCy part-of-speech tagger (Honnibal & Montani,

2019) to count the number of words belonging to different parts of speech in each message. In Fig.

4.9A, we show the shifting proportions of different parts of speech at each repetition, We find that

nouns account for proportionally more of the words being used over time, while determiners and

prepositions account for fewer. To test which kinds of words are more likely to be dropped, we mea-

sured the percent reduction in the number of words in each part of speech from the first round to

the sixth round. We find that determiners (‘the’, ‘a’, ‘an’) are the most likely class of words to be

dropped (90%) and nouns (‘dancer’, ‘rabbit’) are the least likely to be dropped (61%).More gener-
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unigrams bigrams trigrams
#1 a look like look like a
#2 the like a look like -PRON-
#3 -PRON- to the to the right
#4 like -PRON- be like -PRON- be
#5 be this one like a person
#6 look the right to the left
#7 on the left this one look
#8 one like -PRON- one look like
#9 with on the this one be

#10 to with a -PRON- look like
#11 and a person look like someone
#12 right on top diamond on top
#13 this in the in the air
#14 of a diamond on top of
#15 head have a a diamond on

Table 4.1: Top 15 unigrams, bigrams, and trigramswith the highest numeric reduction from rst round to last round.

Text lemmatized before n-grams computed.

ally, closed-class parts of speech, including function words like determiners, are strictly more likely

to be dropped than open-class parts of speech (Fig. 4.9B). Because open-class parts of speech are

statistically more likely to supply distinctive words than closed-class parts of speech, these structural

considerations may contribute to the patterns in distinctiveness reported in section 4.2.1.

One possible interpretation of these findings is that reduction may be driven mostly by the loss

of function words as speakers shift to a less grammatical shorthand over the course of the task. How-

ever, when examining the n-grams most likely to be dropped (see Table 4.1), we find that many of

the most dropped closed-class words are used to form conjunctions (‘and’) or prepositional phases

(‘of’, ‘with’). Others are modifiers (‘the right …’). These examples suggest an alternative explanation:

the higher reduction of closed-class function words may be a consequence of entire meaningful

grammatical units being dropped at once. If initial descriptions tend to be syntactically complex,

combining multiple partially redundant sources of information for identifying the target, then the
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more likely to be dropped than open-class parts of speech. Error bars are bootstrapped 95% con dence intervals.

speaker may omit entire modifying clauses with additional evidence of a listener’s understanding.

Reduction in syntactic constituents We explicitly examined this hypothesis by examin-

ing whether dropped words tend to come from the same syntactic units, relative to a random dele-

tion baseline. We quantified the extend to which dropped words ‘cluster’ by examining dependency

lengths between the dropped words (Jurafsky & Martin, 2014; Futrell, Mahowald, & Gibson, 2015).

Specifically, we compared each referring expression to the one produced on the subsequent repeti-

tion to determine which words were dropped. Then we looked up each pair of dropped words and

found the shortest path between them in the dependency parse tree (see Fig. 4.10). We then took the

mean dependency length across all such pairs in all games.

This empirical ‘syntactic clustering’ statistic was then compared to a random baseline. For this

baseline, instead of examining dependency lengths for the words that were actually dropped, we

randomly sampled the same number of words from the referring expression and computed the de-

pendency length between them. We repeated this procedure 100 times to obtain a null distribution
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an   ice   skater   with   a   leg   in   back   and   arms   out   in   front

arms out
arms in

frontarms
out in
out front

in front

1
1
2
2
3
1

Figure 4.10: Example dependency parse for referring expression. If the sub-phase “arms out in front” were dropped,

wewould nd amean dependency length of 1.33 among the droppedwords.

of the mean dependency length that would be expected if words were being dropped randomly from

anywhere in the message.

We found a mean empirical dependency length of 4.22, which lay outside the null distribution

(95%CI : [4.38, 4.44]), indicating a small but reliable effect of syntactic clustering. The words that

were dropped tended to be closer to one another in the dependency parse than expected by chance.

Other statistics such as the minimum dependency path or the raw distance in the sequence of words

gave similar results. This result accords with early observations by (Carroll, 1980), which found that

in three-quarters of transcripts from (Krauss & Weinheimer, 1964) the short names that participants

converged upon were prominent in some syntactic construction at the beginning, often as a head

noun that was initially modified or qualified by other information.

4.4 Discussion

In this chapter, we characterized the dynamics of convention formation in a classic repeated refer-

ence game paradigm. First, we found that pairs of participants systematically tend to conventional-

ize words that are more distinctive in the initial context. Using both discrete and continuous mea-

sures of semantic content, we found this process leads to stable usage within pairs but multiple equi-

libria across different pairs. Second, speakers reduce the length of their descriptions over the course

of the task in a way that is sensitive to evidence of listener understanding and syntactically structured

to omit entire meaningful units. In sum, these results establish new benchmark phenomena that

computational models of adaptation and convention formation must account for.
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Discrete vs. continuous semantic measures Because our results hinged on our quan-

tification of semantic content, it is worth noting some advantages and disadvantages of discrete

measures compared to continuous vector space measures. A key advantage of measures based on the

word distribution is that the entropy is not dependent on any particular choice of pre-trained vector

embedding. Due to biases in the training corpora, vector representations also may not capture some

of the more idiosyncratic conventions that participants converge on (e.g. “YMCA” or “zig zag” or

“Frank” – short for “Frankenstein”). To the extent we find converging results, the discrete measure

may address concerns about the quality of the continuous representation.

A key disadvantage is that the entropy is sensitive to the support of the word distribution — the

vocabulary present in the corpus on a particular round — and thus does not have a natural scale.

While directly measuring divergence between word distributions at different repetitions and be-

tween different pairs is technically possible, their sparsity makes this approach not as informative

at these finer granularities of analysis. Many pairs use entirely disjoint sets of words, and on later

rounds, the distribution may only contain one or two words. Further, because it is based entirely

on the frequency of tokens, it may treat even close synonyms as entirely distinct tokens in the word

distribution. Thus, these two approaches provide complementary evidence for the dynamics of

content.

Symmetry-breaking Our results in this chapter raise a subtle cognitive question about classic

definitional notions of arbitrariness in convention (Lewis, 1969), which hold that there must coun-

terfactually exist an alternative solution to the coordination problem for any particular solution to

be conventional. How can such systematicity in the formation process co-exist with conventional-

ity? The symmetry of different solutions must break somewhere to account for the empirical exis-

tence of many alternative but equally successful referential conventions at the population level, but

our results are consistent with two different cognitive realities within games.
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One possibility is that this arbitrariness is a product of substantial variability in a population

of fairly rigid speakers. That is, each individual speaker may have strong but idiosyncratic initial

preferences for how to refer to each tangram. They may begin with additional elaboration given

their representation of uncertainty about whether these strong preferences are shared, but without

strong evidence that their partner cannot understand, they will persist with their preferred and pre-

meditated label.

A second possibility is that the population of speakers is homogenous but only weakly con-

strained by prior preferences. That is, speakers may not only be uncertain of which messages their

partner will understand, but are themselves unclear on an appropriate way to refer to these unfa-

miliar objects. If speakers initially sample from a variable distribution, and then from their updated

distribution on subsequent rounds, different pairs may end up in different equilibria due to the

path-dependence of the process. In this way, the symmetry may be broken through randomness in

the sampling step (or in the updating step, if learning is stochastic.) These possibilities are not mutu-

ally exclusive. Our experiments ruled out the possibility of a homogeneously rigid population, but it

is possible that some speakers have strong preferences while others do not.

While prior empirical work has indirectly tested expectations and prior preferences – for instance,

by asking speakers to either produce descriptions for others or for themselves in the future (Fussell

& Krauss, 1989a) – an important direction for further work is to design experiments that disentangle

these possibilities. For instance, a Bayesian truth serum approach (Prelec, 2004) could estimate both

an individual’s own subjective preferences and their expectations about whether these would be

shared by others. More broadly, following recent attempts to estimate the true variability across

speakers in phonetic properties of speech production (Kleinschmidt, 2019), it would be valuable to

estimate how much variability in semantic expectations there really is in the population (Furnas et

al., 1987).
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5
Emerging abstractions: Lexical conventions

are shaped by communicative context

Natural languages provide speakers with remarkable flexibility in the labels they may use to refer to

things (Brown, 1958; Cruse, 1977). On top of an abundance of expressions made available by syn-

tactic combination and semantic compositionality (Partee, 1995), we have a number of overlapping

and nested terms in our lexicon. Fido, Dalmatian, dog, and animal can all reasonably be used to

talk about the same entity at different levels of abstraction. How these overlapping meanings are

learned, and why speakers choose different levels of specificity in different contexts, is increasingly

well-understood (e.g. Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007; Graf et al., 2016) but there remains a more funda-
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mental question about the structure of our conventions. Why and how do different levels of abstrac-

tion become conventionalized in the first place?

In Chapter 4, we found in an observational corpus that more initially distinctive words were

more likely to conventionalize. Because distinctiveness depends on the context of other objects,

we hypothesized that this context shaped the conventionalization process through the mechanism

of pragmatic reasoning. While our hypothesis about ad hoc conventionalization specifically con-

cerned the shorter timescales of dyadic interaction, similar pressures may operate over the multi-

generational timescales of cultural evolution. Better understanding the effect of context on local

conventions rapidly formed by adaptive agents over extended interactions may therefore be valuable

for understanding how languages are globally shaped by communicative constraints.

Recent computational approaches to language evolution have argued that the lexical conventions

of languages balance simplicity, or learnability, with the communicative needs of their users over

longer timescales. A key prediction is that the lexicon of a group of language users should be sensitive

to the pragmatic demands of their environment. This optimal expressivity hypothesis accounts well

for the lexical distributions found in natural languages across semantic domains like color words and

kinship categories (Regier, Kemp, & Kay, 2015; Gibson et al., 2017), as well as the compositional sys-

tems that emerge under iterated learning with communication in the lab (Winters, Kirby, & Smith,

2014; Kirby, Tamariz, Cornish, & Smith, 2015). For example, languages in warm regions ought to

be more likely to collapse the distinction between ice and snow into a single word, simply because

there are fewer occasions that require distinguishing between the two (Regier, Carstensen, & Kemp,

2016).

Still, there are several limitations to the current evidence for this hypothesis. First, much of the

relevant evidence is observational, aggregated at the level of overall language statistics, not by directly

manipulating the contextual conditions of individual language users. Second, previous experimental

studies have largely focused on the functional outcomes of an iterated learning process, but have
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Figure 5.1: (A) Example of ne context where one of the distractors belongs to the same ne-grained branch of the

hierarchy as the target (i.e. another striped circle), so any abstract label would be insuf cient to disambiguate them.

The target is highlighted for the speaker with a black square. (B) Drag-and-drop chat box interface. (C) Hierarchical

organization of stimuli.

not grounded the results of this process in a cognitive, mechanistic account of lexical adaptation and

convention-formation among individual agents. Finally, the phenomenon of reference taxonomies

poses a further theoretical challenge: why do languages have hierarchies of terms instead of flatly

partitioning the space into category labels as previous work has assumed?

Under the logic of a local efficiency/informativity tradeoff, we make two predictions about the

emergence of abstractions in dyads. First, we expect that communicative pressures for informativity

should lead to the lexicalization of specific names when fine distinctions must be drawn. Second,

abstractions should become lexicalized precisely when the relevant distinctions are at coarser levels of

the conceptual hierarchy. For example, we are often called upon to make fine distinctions between

people in our social circles, hence lexicalizing efficient names for each individual; when referring to

green beans or paper towels, however, we can get away without such specific terms – we are rarely

called upon to disambiguate between entities.

Here, we develop an experimental paradigm and analytic approach to examine the causal factors

driving the emergence of lexical conventions in real-time. We manipulated context in a repeated

reference game where pairs of participants interactively coordinated on an artificial language from
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scratch. Even though a complete communication system containing a distinct word for each object

is feasible and sufficient for all contexts, we find that abstractions begin to emerge when fine-grained

distinctions are not necessary.

5.1 Experiment: Repeated reference game

Participants

We recruited 278 participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk to play an interactive, multi-player

game using the framework described in Hawkins (2015). Pairs were randomly assigned to one of

three different conditions, yielding between n = 36 and n = 53 dyads per condition, after exclud-

ing participants who disconnected before completion.*

Procedure & Stimuli

Participants were paired over the web and placed in a shared environment containing an array

of objects (Fig. 1A) and a ‘chatbox’ to send messages from a randomly generated vocabulary (Fig.

1B). On each of 96 trials, one player (the ‘speaker’) was privately shown a highlighted target ob-

ject and allowed to send a single word to communicate the identity of this object to their partner

(the ‘listener’), who subsequently made a selection from the array. Players were given full feedback,

swapped roles each trial, and both received bonus payment for each correct response.

The objects that served as referents were designed to cluster in a fixed three-level hierarchy with

shape at the top-most level, color/texture at the intermediate levels, and frequency/intensity at the

finest levels (see Fig. 1C). Each communicative context contained four objects. Distractors could

differ from the target at various level of the hierarchy, creating different types of contexts defined by

*All materials and data are available at https://github.com/hawkrobe/conventionalizing
_hierarchies; planned sample sizes, exclusion criteria, and behavioral analysis plan were pre-registered at
https://osf.io/2hkjc/.
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the finest distinction that had to be drawn. We focus on two: fine trials, where the closest distractor

belongs to the same fine-grained subordinate category (e.g. another striped circle; see Fig. 1A), and

coarse trials, where the closest distractor belongs to a coarser level of the conceptual hierarchy (e.g.

dotted circle instead of striped circle).† Fixed arrays of 16 utterances (enough to allow the potential

for full expressibility) were randomly generated for each pair (and held constant across trials) by

stringing together consonant-vowel pairs into pronounceable 2-syllable words (see Fig. 1B).

Critically, we manipulated the statistics of the context in a between-subjects design to test the

effect of communicative relevance on lexicalization. In the pure fine and coarse conditions, all tar-

gets appeared in fine or coarse contexts, respectively; in the mixed condition, the two context types

were equally likelySequences of trials were constructed by randomly shuffling targets and trial types

within blocks and ensuring no target appeared more than once in a row.

In addition to behavioral responses collected over the course of the game, we designed a post-test

to explicitly probe players’ final lexica. For all sixteen words, we asked players to select all objects

that a word can refer to (if any), and for each object, we asked players to select all words that can

refer to it (if any). Using a bidirectional measure allows us to check the internal validity of the lexica

reported.

5.1.1 Results

Partners successfully learn to communicate

Although participants in all conditions began with no common basis for label meanings, performing

near chance on the first trial (proportion correct= 0.19, 95% CI= [0.13, 0.27]), most pairs were

nonetheless able to coordinate on a successful communication system over repeated interaction (see

†Even coarser trials with super-ordinate distractors (e.g. a circle target among three square distractors) were
logically possible but would have introduced several experimental confounds; we opted to leave these trial
types out of our design and conduct the minimal manipulation.
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Fig. 5.2). A mixed-effects logistic regression on listener responses with trial number as a fixed effect,

and including by-pair random slopes and intercepts, showed a significant improvement in accuracy

overall, z = 14.4, p < 0.001. Accuracy also differed significantly across conditions (Fig. 5.2):

adding an additional main effect of condition to our logistic model provided a significantly better fit,

χ2(2) = 10.8, p = 0.004. Qualitatively, the coarse condition was easiest for participants, the fine

condition was hardest, and the mixed condition was roughly in between. Finally, the (log) response

time taken by the speaker to choose an utterance also decreased significantly over the course of the

game, t = −19.7, p < 0.001, indicating that lexical mappings became increasingly established or

accessible.

Partners converge on similar lexica

Another indicator of successful learning is convergence or alignment of lexica across partners in a

dyad. Before using post-test responses to compute similarity across partners, however, we examine

the internal consistency within an individual’s post-test responses. For each participant, we counted

the number of mismatches between the two directions of the lexicon question (e.g. if they clicked

the word ‘mawa’ when we showed them one of the blue squares, but failed to click that same blue
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square when we showed ‘mawa’). In general, participants were quite consistent: out of 128 cells

in the lexicon matrix (16 words× 8 objects), the median number of mismatches was 2 (98% agree-

ment), though the distribution has a long tail (mean= 7.3). We therefore conservatively take a

participant’s final lexicon to be the intersection of their word-to-object and object-to-word responses.

Using these estimates of each participant’s lexicon, we compute the overlap between partners.

For most pairs, partners aligned strongly by the end, with a median post-test overlap of 97.6% (125

out of 128 entries). Because these matrices were extremely sparse, however, just a a few mismatches

could have a large impact on performance. Overall accuracy in the game is strongly correlated with

alignment: partners who reported more similar lexica at the end tended to perform better at the task

(r = 0.77).

Despite these markers of success at the group level, individual performance was bimodal: a sub-

population of 29 games (11% of coarse games, 18% of mixed, and 39% of fine) still showed relatively

poor performance, sometimes at chance, by the end of the game. For the subsequent analyses fo-

cusing on the content of the lexicon, we exclude games with fourth-quartile accuracy below the

pre-registered criterion of 75% to ensure we are examining only successful lexica.

Contextual pressures shape the lexicon

We predicted that in contexts regularly requiring speakers to make fine distinctions among objects

at subordinate levels of the hierarchy, we would find lexicalization of specific terms for each object

(indeed, a one-to-one mapping may be the most obvious solution in a task with only 8 objects). Con-

versely, when no such distinctions were required, we expected participants to adaptively lexicalize

more abstract terms. One coarse signature of this prediction lies in the efficiency of the resulting lexi-

con: lexicalizing abstract terms should require participants to use fewer terms overall.

To test this prediction, we counted the number of words in each participant’s reported lexi-

con (i.e. the words for which they marked at least one object in the post-test). We found that par-
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ticipants in the coarse condition reported significantly smaller, more efficient lexica (m = 4.9

words) than participants in the mixed and fine conditions (m = 7.4, t = 10.3, p < 0.001 and

m = 7.6, t = 9.5, p < 0.001, respectively; see Fig. 5.3A). At the same time, the smaller lexicon

provided equivalent coverage of objects: the median number of objects where participants agreed on

the same word or words was 7, 6.5, and 7, respectively.

If participants in the coarse condition can get away with fewer words in their lexicon, what are the

meanings of the words they do have? We counted the numbers of ‘specific’ terms (e.g. words that

refer to only one object) and ‘abstract’ terms (e.g. words that refer to two objects) in the post-test.

We found that the likelihood of lexicalizing abstractions differed systematically across conditions

(see Fig. 5.3). Participants in the fine condition reported lexica containing exclusively specific terms,

while participants in the coarse condition reported significantly more abstract terms (m = 2.5, p <

0.001).

These data also reveal an interesting asymmetry in lexicon content across conditions: while ab-

stractions are entirely absent from the fine condition, participants in the other conditions often
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reported a mixture of terms (see Fig. 5.4). In the coarse condition, for instance, participants could

in principle perform optimally with only four abstract terms and no specific terms. While this was

the modal system that emerged (reported in the post-test by nearly 1/3 of participants), the average

proportion of abstract (vs. specific) terms within each participant’s lexicon in the coarse condition

(m = 0.56) was significantly higher than in the other conditions (p < 0.001, exploratory).

5.2 Model-based Analysis

Our post-test provides some insight into the end-result of lexicalization under different communica-

tive contexts, but understanding the dynamics of lexicalization requires a more detailed analysis of

behavioral trajectories. How do lexica shift and develop over the course of interaction?

In this section, we present a statistical model of this progression. We assume that on any given

trial, speakers and listeners are rationally producing and interpreting utterances given some inter-

nal lexicon, and we use a Bayesian statistical model to infer their lexicon from their behavior. First,

this analysis validates our post-test measures of lexical meaning against actual behavioral usage — if

participant reports are internally consistent, the model’s posterior near the end of the game should

predict their post-test responses. Second, we can examine the time-course of lexical emergence by
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inspecting lexica inferred from early behavior in the game.

5.2.1 Generative model

We begin with a generative model of how agents use their underlying lexicon to produce and inter-

pret language. This model provides a linking function assigning a likelihood to the speaker utter-

ances and listener choices we observe on each trial, given any latent lexicon. We adopt the probabilis-

tic Rational Speech Act (RSA) framework, which has been successful in recent years at capturing

a broad array of pragmatic phenomena in language use (N. D. Goodman & Frank, 2016; Franke &

Jäger, 2016). This framework captures the Gricean assumption of cooperativity: a pragmatic speaker

S1 attempts to be informative in context while a pragmatic listenerL1 inverts their model of the

speaker to infer the intended target. The chain of recursive social reasoning grounds out in a literal

listener L0, which directly soft-maximizes its lexicon,Lt(w, o), to interpret a given utterance. This

model can be formally specified as follows:

L0(oi|w,Lt) ∝ exp{Lt(w, oi)}

S1(w|oi,Lt) ∝ exp{lnL0(oi|w,Lt)}

L1(oi|w,Lt) ∝ S1(w|oi,Lt)P (oi)

where oi is a chosen object andw an uttered word.

We use these pragmatic speaker and listener likelihood functions to link latent lexica, represented

as a matrix of real values ℓtw,o ∈ R, to behavior. This allows us to then use Bayesian inference to

back out each participant’s effective lexicon from their trial-by-trial behavior. Because each trial has

only a single choice for each player, we pool statistics within k epochs of the data (we choose k = 6

such that each target appears exactly twice in each epoch). For each epoch, we sample lexical entries
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from independent Gaussian priors:

ℓko,w ∼ N (0, 5)

This prior is intended to regularize lexicon entries to be relatively close to 0, inducing a bias toward

sparsity.

We approximate the posterior of this model separately for each pair using mean-field variational

inference, implemented in the probabilistic programming language WebPPL (N. D. Goodman &

Stuhlmüller, electronic; Ritchie, Horsfall, & Goodman, 2016). The approximating family for each

random variable is Gaussian. We approximate the joint posterior over all lexical entries used in each

epoch by each participant.

5.2.2 Validating post-test responses

We begin by showing that the lexical entries we infer for each participant accurately predict their

post-test responses. We constructed a logistic classifier from our posterior on each epoch: for each

object-word pair (o, w) in the post-test response matrix, we computed the marginal posterior prob-

ability P (ℓo,w > 0.5|θo,w), where θo,w are the corresponding variational parameters (i.e. the mean
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and variance of the approximating Gaussian). This gives the posterior probability that wordw ap-

plies to object o. We evaluated the performance of this classifier by constructing an ROC curve that

shows the tradeoff between hits and false alarms as the discrimination criterion is varied. We found

that the classifier based on the final epoch predicts post-test responses with excellent accuracy (AUC:

0.98; see Fig. 5.5A). This indicates that the post-test lexicon is indeed linked to behavior as predicted

by RSA, validating both the post-test measure and the results of our Bayesian analysis.

Furthermore, we found that the corresponding posterior predictives from earlier epochs pre-

dicted final post-test responses less well, even though they were learned from the same number and

type of behavioral observations (Fig. 5.5A). Still, even the classifier based on the earliest epoch per-

forms above chance, indicating that some information about the final lexicon is available from the

earliest trials. These patterns are suggestive of a path-dependent process where the lexicon gradu-

ally coalesces from initially arbitrary associations over the course of interaction. We next turn to the

earliest stages of this process.

5.2.3 Examining early time course

One advantage of the statistical approach we develop here is the ability to make descriptive in-

ferences about the meanings being used in settings where we don’t ask participants for explicit

judgements—in particular, in early trials of our games.

Our primary measure of interest is the entropy of the extension of words over the eight objects.

The entropy of a particular word is near zero when its meaning is peaked on a single object, and is

maximized when could apply equally to all objects (e.g. for a novel word that has not yet been used).

We expect abstract terms to lie in between these extremes. We obtain the extension distribution for

each word by running it through ourL0 model, essentially asking how likely it is to refer to each of

the eight objects.‡ We use the MAP estimate of the lexicon. The resulting distribution of estimated

‡UsingL0, rather thanL1 orL, gives us a notion of word extension that is close to the underlying lexi-
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word entropies, aggregated for each epoch and condition, is shown in Fig. 5.5B. Abstract terms begin

to form early (epoch 2) in the coarse condition, and remain stable throughout the game. In contrast,

specific terms are relatively slow-forming (epoch 4-5) in the other two conditions. The peak near an

entropy of 3 reflects the inferred ambiguity of words that were not used or used randomly.

Because these distributions are aggregated across words, however, they leave open the possibility

that lexica are not stabilizing or coalescing but simply cycling through different words each epoch.

We address these dynamics more thoroughly at the word level by computing the difference in each

word’s entropy from epoch to epoch (Fig. 5.5C). For all conditions, we found that the entropy of in-

dividual words changed less over later epochs (i.e. the difference scores approached zero), indicating

that meanings gradually stabilized. There are also differences across conditions: words in the mixed

and fine condition began with high entropy reduction (becoming more specific) which continued

through the final epochs, while words in the coarse condition actually seemed to increase in entropy

across the game on average.

These preliminary results, then, may reflect a combination of narrowing and broadening depend-

ing on condition. Unknown words can initially refer to any of the objects and only acquire more

informative meanings as agents learn through interaction. Yet in the coarse condition where agents

are quick to adopt meanings, the rest of the game may be spent paring down the lexicon instead.

5.3 Discussion

How and why do abstractions emerge in local interactions? We hypothesized that although com-

municative contexts requiring fine distinctions would favor one-to-one object-word mappings, pres-

sures for efficiency would allow abstractions to emerge in coarser contexts. By manipulating context

statistics in a real-time experiment, we found evidence for these pragmatic influences on interactive

con while influenced by non-identifiability of parameters. For instance,L has an overall scaling per row that
doesn’t influence behavior.
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convention formation.

Our results may help to illuminate the relationship between our concepts and words, which are

often treated interchangeably. While our mental taxonomies are adaptive to the natural perceptual

structure of the world (Mervis & Rosch, 1981) it is far from inevitable that all levels of these concep-

tual hierarchies become conventionalized as lexical items. There are many perfectly natural concepts

that are not represented by distinct words in the English language: for instance, we do not have

words for each tree in our yards, or for ad-hoc concepts (Barsalou, 1983). Indeed, English speakers are

often fascinated by foreign words like the Danish “hygge” (a specific notion of coziness) or Scottish

“tartle” (hesitating when introducing someone because you’ve forgotten their name) that are diffi-

cult to express in English. Our results highlight communicative needs to distinguish, in context, as a

force behind the choice to lexicalize some fine-grained concepts. A related direction for future work

is to explore the relationship between communicative need and basic-level structure.

While we showed how abstract words emerge from efficiency even in a task requiring only refer-

ence to individual objects, there are other clear functional advantages to having abstract terms in the

lexicon. For one, they allow speakers to efficiently refer to large, potentially infinite, sets of things,

and make generalizations about categories, e.g. “Dogs bark” (Tessler & Goodman, 2019). Future

work should explore this as an additional pressure toward abstract, nested nouns. Similarly, the op-

tion to refer to more specific concepts with compound terms (e.g. “spotted dog”), which was not

available in our experiment, may impact final conventions. We expect that labels will become lexi-

calized when the cost incurred by frequently using a compositional construction exceeds the cost of

adding an additional word to the lexicon. Future work should also explore these hypotheses about

how lexicalization of nominal terms trades off with compositionality.

Finally, although we implemented a purely statistical Bayesian data analysis model to infer lexica,

it is also possible to consider a cognitive model of participants’ own lexical inferences. Indeed, our

findings are consistent with a recent cognitive model of convention formation which explained the
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rapid coordination on efficient but informative lexical terms as a process of mutual lexical learning

(Hawkins et al., 2017). In this model, each agent assumes their partner is rationally producing co-

operative utterances under some latent lexicon; given initial uncertainty over the contents of that

lexicon, agents can invert their model of their partner to infer their lexicon from observable behavior.

The different dynamics we observed across conditions, then, may be the consequence of different

lexical inferences in different local contexts. Further, while we used RSA as a linking function in

our statistical model, a cognitive model would allow us to test to what extent pragmatic reasoning is

necessary to explain behavior.

Our shared lexical conventions are richly structured systems with meanings at multiple levels of

abstraction. There is now abundant evidence that languages adapt to the needs of their users, and

the context-sensitive emergence of abstractions demonstrated in this paper suggests that the driver

of this adaptation may lie in the remarkably rapid adaptability of agents themselves. We are con-

stantly supplementing our existing language with local conventions as we need them. Our separate

minds may organize the world into meaningful conceptual hierarchies but our shared language only

evolves to reflect this structure when it is communicatively relevant.
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6
Disentangling contributions of visual

information and interaction history in the

formation of graphical conventions

From ancient etchings on cave walls to modern digital displays, visual communication lies at the

heart of key human innovations (e.g., cartography, data visualization) and forms a durable founda-

tion for the cultural transmission of knowledge and higher-level reasoning. Perhaps the most basic

and versatile technique supporting visual communication is drawing, the earliest examples of which

date to at least 40,000-60,000 years ago (Hoffmann et al., 2018). What began as simple mark mak-
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Figure 6.1: Repeated visual communication depicting the same object.

ing has since been adapted to a wide array of applications, ranging from photorealistic rendering to

schematic diagrams consisting entirely of symbols.

Even in the relatively straightforward case of drawing from life, there are countless ways to depict

the same object. How does a communication medium spanning such a broad range of appearances

reliably convey meaning? On the one hand, prior work has found that semantic information in a

figurative drawing, i.e., the object it represents, can be derived purely from its visual properties (Fan,

Yamins, & Turk-Browne, 2018). On the other hand, other work has emphasized the role of socially-

mediated information for making appropriate inferences about what even a figurative drawing repre-

sents (N. Goodman, 1976).

How can these two perspectives be reconciled? Our approach is to consider the joint contribu-

tions of visual information and social context in determining how drawings derive meaning (Abell,

2009), and to propose that a critical factor affecting the balance between the two may be the amount
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of shared knowledge between communicators. Specifically, we explore the hypothesis that accumu-

lation of shared knowledge via extended visual communication may promote the development of

increasingly schematic yet effective ways of depicting an object, even as these ad hoc graphical con-

ventions may be less readily apprehended by others who lack this shared knowledge.

To investigate this hypothesis, we used an interactive drawing-based reference game in which

two participants repeatedly communicated about visual objects. We examined both how their task

performance and the drawings they produced changed over time (see Fig. 6.1). Our approach was

inspired by a large literature that has explored how extended interaction influences communicative

behavior in several modalities, including language (H. H. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986; Hawkins et

al., 2017), gesture (Goldin-Meadow, McNeill, & Singleton, 1996), and drawings (Garrod et al., 2007;

Galantucci, 2005). There are three aspects of the current work that advance our prior understand-

ing: first, we include a control set of objects that were not repeatedly drawn but only shown at the

beginning and end of the interaction, allowing us to measure the specific contribution of repeated

reference vs. general practice effects; second, we measure how strongly the visual properties of draw-

ings drive recognition in the absence of interaction history for naive viewers, while equating other

task variables; and third, we employ recent advances in computer vision to quantitatively character-

ize changes in the high-level visual properties of drawings across repetitions.

6.1 How does repeated reference support successful visual communication?

Our first goal was to understand how people learn to communicate about visual objects across re-

peated visual communication. To accomplish this, we developed a drawing-based reference game

for two participants. On each trial, both participants shared a communicative context, represented

by an array of four objects. One of these objects was privately designated the ‘target’ to the sketcher.

The sketcher’s goal was to draw the target so that the viewer could select it from the array as quickly
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and accurately as possible. We hypothesized that learning would be object-specific: that over repeated

visual reference to a particular object, participants would discover ways of depicting that object more

effectively relative to non-repeated control objects.

6.1.1 Methods: Visual communication experiment

Participants

We recruited 138 participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk, who were grouped into 69 pairs

(Hawkins, 2015). Within each experimental session, one participant was assigned the sketcher role

and the other the viewer role, and these role assignments remained the same throughout the experi-

ment. Data from two pairs were excluded due to unusually low performance (i.e., accuracy< 3 s.d.

below the mean). In this and subsequent experiments, participants provided informed consent in

accordance with the Stanford IRB.

Stimuli

In order to make our task sufficiently challenging, we sought to construct communicative contexts

consisting of objects whose members were both geometrically complex and visually similar. To ac-
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complish this, we sampled objects from the ShapeNet (Chang et al., 2015), a database containing a

large number of 3D mesh models of real-world objects. We restricted our search to 3096 objects be-

longing to the chair class, which is among the most diverse and abundant in ShapeNet. To identify

groups of visually similar chairs, we first extracted high-level visual features from 2D renderings of

each object using a deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) architecture, VGG-19 (Simonyan &

Zisserman, 2014). This network had been previously trained to recognize objects in photos from the

ImageNet database (Deng et al., 2009), containing 1.2 million natural photographs of 1000 differ-

ent object classes. Trained DCNN models have been shown to predict human perceptual similarity

judgments about objects (Kubilius, Bracci, & de Beeck, 2016; Peterson, Abbott, & Griffiths, 2018),

as well as neural population responses in visual cortex during object recognition (Yamins et al., 2014;

Güçlü & van Gerven, 2015). As such, they provide a principled choice of encoding model for extract-

ing high-level visual information from images. Following previous work that has employed DCNN

models to evaluate perceptual similarity (Peterson et al., 2018; Kubilius et al., 2016), for each image

we extract a 4096-dimensional feature vector reflecting activations in the second fully-connected

layer (i.e., fc6) of VGG-19, a higher layer in the network. We then applied dimensionality reduction

(PCA) and k-means clustering on these feature vectors, yielding 70 clusters containing between 2

and 80 objects each. Among clusters that contained at least eight objects, we manually identified two

visual categories containing eight objects each (Fig. 6.2A).

Task Procedure

On each trial, both participants were shown the same set of four objects in randomized locations.

One of the four objects was highlighted on the sketcher’s screen to designate it as the target. Sketch-

ers drew using their mouse cursor in black ink on a digital canvas embedded in their web browser

(300 × 300 pixels; pen width = 5px). Each stroke was rendered on the viewer’s screen in real time

and sketchers could not delete previous strokes. The viewer aimed to click one of the four objects as
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soon as they were confident of the identity of the target, and participants received immediate feed-

back: the sketcher learned when and which object the viewer had clicked, and the viewer learned the

true identity of the target. Both participants were incentivized to perform both quickly and accu-

rately. They both earned an accuracy bonus for each correct response, and the sketcher was required

to complete their drawings in 30 seconds or less. If the viewer responded correctly within this time

limit, participants also received a speed bonus inversely proportional to the time taken until the

response.

Design

For each pair of participants, two sets of four objects were randomly sampled to serve as communica-

tion contexts: one was designated the repeated set while the other served as the control set (Fig. 6.2B).*

The experiment consisted of three phases (Fig. 6.2C). During the repeated reference phase, there

were six repetition blocks of four trials, and each of the four repeated objects appeared as the target

once in each repetition block. In a pretest phase at the beginning of the experiment and a posttest

phase at the end, both repeated and control objects appeared once as targets (in their respective con-

texts) in a randomly interleaved order.

6.1.2 Results

Because objects were randomly assigned to repeated and control conditions, we expected no differ-

ences in task performance in the pretest phase. We found that pairs identified the target at rates well

above chance in this phase (75.7% repeated, 76.1% control, chance = 25%), suggesting that they were

engaged with the task but not at ceiling performance. We found no difference in accuracy across

conditions (mean difference: 0.3%, bootstrapped CI: [−7%, 7%]).

*In half of the pairs, the four control objects were from the same stimulus cluster as repeated objects;
in the other half, they were from different clusters. The rationale for this was to support investigation of
between-cluster generalization in future analyses. In current analyses, we collapse across these groups.
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Figure 6.3: Communication ef ciency across repetitions. Ef ciency combines both speed and accuracy, and is plotted

relative to the rst repetition. Error ribbons represent 95%CI.

In order to measure how well pairs learned to communicate throughout the rest of their inter-

action, we used a measure of communicative efficiency (the balanced integration score, Liesefeld &

Janczyk, 2019) that takes both accuracy (i.e., proportion of correct viewer responses) and response

time (i.e., latency before viewer response) into account. This efficiency score is computed by first

z-scoring accuracy and response time across repetitions within an interaction to map values from

different interactions to the same scale, and then subtracting the standardized response time from

standardized accuracy. It is highest when pairs are both fast and accurate, and lowest when they

make more errors and take longer, relative to their own performance on other trials.

To evaluate changes in communicative efficiency, we fit a linear mixed-effects model including

random intercepts, slopes, and interactions for each pair of participants. We found a main effect of

increasing communicative efficiency for all targets between the pre and post phases (b = 1.45, t =

14.3, p < 0.001), reflecting general improvements due to task practice. Critically, however, this

analysis also revealed a reliable interaction between phase and condition: communicative efficiency

improved to a greater extent for repeated objects than control objects (b = 0.648, t = 3.09, p =

0.003; see Fig. 6.3). Analysis of changes in raw accuracy yielded a similar result: performance on
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repeated objects improved by 14.5%, while performance on control objects only improved by 7.1%.

Together, these data show that there are benefits of repeatedly communicating about an object that

accrue specifically to that object, suggesting the formation of object-specific graphical conventions.

6.2 What explains gains in efficiency?

Our visual communication experiment established that pairs of participants coordinate on more

efficient and object-specific ways of depicting targets. This raises the question: to what extent do

these gains in efficiency reflect the accumulation of interaction-specific shared knowledge between a

sketcher and viewer, as opposed to the combination of task practice and the inherent visual proper-

ties of their drawings?

To disentangle the contributions of these different factors, we conducted two control experi-

ments to estimate the how recognizable these drawings were to naive viewers outside the social

context in which they were produced. Participants in one control group were shown a sequence

of drawings taken from a single interaction, closely matching the experience of viewers in the com-

munication experiment. Participants in a second control group were instead shown a sequence of

drawings pieced together from many different interactions, thus disrupting the continuity experi-

enced by viewers paired with a single sketcher. Insofar as interaction-specific shared knowledge con-

tributed to the efficiency gains observed previously, we hypothesized that the second group would

not improve as much over the course of the experimental session as the first group would.

6.2.1 Methods: Recognition Control Experiments

Participants

We recruited 245 participants via Amazon Mechanical Turk. We excluded data from 22 participants

who did not meet our inclusion criterion for accurate and consistent response on attention-check
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Figure 6.4: Comparing drawing recognition performance between viewers in communication experiment with those of

yoked and shuf ed control groups. Error ribbons represent 95%CI.

trials (see below).

Task, Design, & Procedure

On each trial, participants were presented with a drawing and the same set of four objects that ac-

companied that drawing in the original visual communication experiment. They also received the

same accuracy and speed bonuses as viewers in the communication experiment. To ensure task en-

gagement, we included five identical attention-check trials that appeared once every eight trials. Each

attention-check trial presented the same set of objects and drawing, which we identified during pilot-

ing as the most consistently and accurately recognized by naive participants. Only participants who

responded correctly on at least four out of five of these trials were retained in subsequent analyses.

Each participant was randomly assigned to one of two conditions: a yoked group and a shuffled

group. Each yoked participant was matched with a single interaction from the original cohort and

viewed 40 drawings in the same sequence the original viewer had. Those in the shuffled group were

matched with a random sample of 10 distinct interactions from the original cohort and viewed four

drawings from each in turn, which appeared within the same repetition block as they had originally.
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drawings. (C) Drawings become increasingly dissimilar from initial drawing. (D) Drawings becomemore consistent

from repetition to repetition. (E) The same object is drawn increasingly dissimilarly by different sketchers. Error rib-

bons represent 95%CI, dotted lines represent permuted baseline.

For example, if a drawing was produced in the fifth repetition block in the original experiment, then

it also appeared in the fifth block for shuffled participants.

At the trial level, groups in both conditions thus received exactly the same visual information and

performed the task under the same incentives to respond quickly and accurately. At the repetition

level, both groups received exactly the same amount of practice recognizing drawings. Thus any

differences between these groups are attributable to whether drawings came from the same commu-

nicative interaction, which would support the accumulation of interaction-specific experience, or

from several different interactions, where such accumulation would be minimal.

6.2.2 Results

Interaction-specific history enhances recognition by third-party observers

We compared the yoked and shuffled groups by measuring changes in recognition performance

across successive repetitions using the same efficiency metric we previously used. We estimated the

magnitude of these changes by fitting a linear mixed-effects model that included group (yoked vs.

shuffled), repetition number (i.e., first through eighth), and their interaction, as well as random

intercepts and slopes for each participant. While we found a significant increase in recognition per-
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formance across both groups (b = 0.18, t = 12.8, p < 0.001), we also found a large and reliable

interaction: yoked participants improved to a substantially greater degree than shuffled participants

(b = 0.10, t = 4.9, p < 0.001; Fig. 4). Examining accuracy alone yielded similar results: the yoked

group improved to a greater degree across the session (yoked: +15.8%, shuffled: +5.6%). Taken to-

gether, these results suggest that third-party observers in the yoked condition who viewed drawings

from a single interaction were able to take advantage of this continuity to more accurately identify

what successive drawings represented. While observers in the shuffled condition still improved over

time, being deprived of this interaction continuity made it relatively more difficult to interpret later

drawings.

Viewer feedback also contributes to gains in performance

Unlike viewers in the interactive visual communication experiment, participants in the yoked con-

dition made their decision based only on the whole drawing and were unable to interrupt or await

additional information if they were still uncertain. Sketchers could have used this feedback to mod-

ify their drawings on subsequent repetitions. As such, comparing the yoked and original commu-

nication groups provides an estimate of the contribution of these viewer feedback channels to

gains in performance (Schober & Clark, 1989). In a mixed-effects model with random intercepts,

slopes, and interactions for each unique trial sequence, we found a strong main effect of repetition

(b = 0.23, t = 12.8, p < 0.001), as well as a weaker but reliable interaction with group member-

ship (b = −0.05, t = −2.2, p = 0.032, Fig. 6.4), showing that the yoked group improved at a

more modest rate than viewers in the original communication experiment had.

To better understand this interaction, we further examined changes in the accuracy and response

time components of the efficiency score. We found that while viewers in the communication ex-

periment were more accurate than yoked participants overall (communication: 88%, yoked: 75%),

improvements in accuracy over the course of the experiment were similar in both groups (communi-
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cation: +14.5%, yoked: +15.8%). The interaction instead appeared to be driven by differential reduc-

tions in response time between the first and final repetitions (communication: 10.9s to 5.84s; yoked:

4.66s to 3.31s). These reductions were smaller in the yoked group, given that these participants did

not need to wait for each stroke to appear before making a decision, and thus may have already been

closer to floor.

6.3 How do visual features of drawings change over the course of an inter-

action?

The results so far show that repeated visual communication establishes object-specific, interaction-

specific ways of efficiently referring to objects. An intriguing implication is that interacting pairs

achieved this by gradually forming ad hoc graphical conventions about what was relevant and suf-

ficient to include in a drawing to support rapid identification of the target object. Here we explore

this possibility by examining how the drawings themselves changed throughout an interaction. Con-

cretely, we investigated four aspects that would reflect the increasing contribution of interaction-

specific shared knowledge: first, decreasing number of strokes used (i.e., reducing motor cost of each

drawing); second, increasing dissimilarity from the initial drawing produced (i.e., cumulative drift

from the starting point); third, increasing similarity between successive drawings (i.e., convergence

on internally consistent ways of depicting objects within an interaction); fourth, increasing dissim-

ilarity between drawings of the same object produced in different interactions (i.e., discovery of

multiple viable solutions to the coordination problem).

6.3.1 Measuring visual similarity between drawings

Measuring visual similarity between drawings depends upon a principled approach for encoding

their high-level visual properties. Here we capitalize on recent work validating the use of deep
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convolutional neural network models to encode such perceptual content in drawings (Fan et al.,

2018). As when identifying clusters of similar object stimuli, we again used VGG-19 to extract 4096-

dimensional feature vector representations for drawings of every object, in every repetition, from

every interaction. Using this feature basis, we compute the similarity between any two drawings as

the Pearson correlation between their feature vectors (i.e., sij = cov(r⃗i,r⃗j)/
√

var(r⃗i)·var(r⃗j)).

6.3.2 Results

Fewer strokes across repetitions

A straightforward explanation for the gains in communication efficiency observed in Part I is that

sketchers were able to use fewer strokes per drawing to achieve the same level of viewer recognition

accuracy. Indeed, we found that the number of strokes in drawings of repeated objects decreased

steadily as a function of repetition in a mixed-effects model (b = −0.216, t = −6.00; Fig. 6.5A),

suggesting that pairs were increasingly able to rely upon shared knowledge to communicate effi-

ciently. This result raises a question about which strokes are preserved across successive repetitions

during the formation of graphical conventions. In ongoing work, we are using a lesion method to

investigate the “importance” of each stroke within a drawing for explaining similarity to the next

repetition’s drawing of that object. We re-render the drawing without each stroke and compute the

similarity, yielding a heat map across strokes (see Fig. 6.5B for an example visualization). The more

dissimilar the lesioned drawing without a particular stroke is to an intact version of the next repeti-

tion’s drawing, the more “important” we consider that stroke to be.

Increasing dissimilarity from initial drawing

Mirroring the observed reduction in the number of strokes across repetitions, we hypothesized that

there was also cumulative change in the visual content of drawings across repetitions. Concretely, we
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predicted that drawings would become increasingly dissimilar from the initial depiction. We tested

this prediction in a mixed-effects regression model including linear and quadratic terms for repeti-

tion as well as intercepts for each target and pair. We found a significant decrease in similarity to the

initial round across successive repetitions, (b = −0.62, t = −5.59; Fig. 6.5C), suggesting that later

drawings had moved to a different region of visual feature space. However, since the entire distribu-

tion of drawings may have drifted to a different region of the visual feature space for generic reasons

(i.e., because they were sparser overall), we conducted a stricter permutation test. We scrambled

drawings across pairs but within each repetition and target and re-ran our mixed-effects model. The

observed effect fell outside this null distribution (CI = [−3.53 − 0.88], p < .001), showing that

successive drawings by the same sketcher deviated from their own initial drawing to a greater degree

than would be expected due to generic differences between drawings made at different timepoints in

an interaction.

Increasing internal consistency within interaction

As sketchers modified their drawings across successive repetitions, we additionally hypothesized that

they would converge on increasingly consistent ways of depicting each object. To test this prediction,

we computed the similarity of successive drawings of the same object made in the same interaction

(i.e. repetition k to k + 1). A mixed-effects model with random intercepts for both object and pair

showed that similarity between successive drawings increased substantially throughout an interac-

tion (b = 0.53, t = 5.03; Fig. 6.5). Again, we compared our empirical estimate of the magnitude

of this trend to a null distribution of slope t values generated by scrambling drawings across pairs.

The observed increase fell outside this null distribution (CI = [−3.21,−0.60], p < .001), pro-

viding evidence that increasingly consistent ways of drawing each object manifested only for series of

drawings produced within the same interaction.
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Increasingly different drawings across interactions

Our recognition control experiments suggested that the graphical conventions discovered by dif-

ferent pairs were increasingly opaque to outside observers. This effect could arise if early drawings

were more strongly constrained by the visual properties of a shared target object, but later drawings

diverged as different pairs discovered different equilibria in the space of viable graphical conventions.

Under this account, drawings of the same object from different pairs would become increasingly

dissimilar from each other across repetitions. We tested this prediction by computing the mean pair-

wise similarity between drawings of the same object within each repetition index, but produced

in different interactions. Specifically, for each object, we considered all interactions in which that

object was repeatedly drawn. Then, for each repetition index, we computed the average similarity

between drawings of that object. In a mixed-effects regression model including linear and quadratic

terms, as well as random slopes and intercepts for object and pair, we found a small but reliable nega-

tive effect of repetition on between-interaction drawing similarity (b = −1.4, t = −2.5; Fig. 6.5E).

We again conducted a permutation test to compare this t value with what would be expected from

scrambling sketches across repetitions for each sketcher and target object. We found that the ob-

served slope was highly unlikely under this distribution (CI = [−0.57, 0.60], p < 0.001), even if

the similarity at each round was not so unlikely.

6.4 Discussion

In this paper, we investigated the joint contributions of visual information and social context to

determining the meaning of drawings. We observed in an interactive Pictionary-style communica-

tion game that pairs of participants discover increasingly sparse yet effective ways of depicting ob-

jects over repeated reference. Through a series of control experiments, we demonstrated that these

conventionalized representations were both object-specific and interaction-specific: drawings were
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harder for independent viewers to recognize without sharing the same interaction history. Further-

more, by analyzing the high-level visual features of drawings, we found that they became increas-

ingly consistent within an interaction, but that different pairs discover different equilibria in the

space of viable graphical conventions. Taken together, our findings suggest that repeated visual com-

munication promotes the emergence of depictions whose meanings are increasingly determined by

interaction history rather than their visual properties alone.

A key experimental design choice was the use of visual objects as the targets of reference, by con-

trast with the verbal labels or audio clips used in prior work (Galantucci & Garrod, 2011; Fay et al.,

2010). As such, communication between the sketcher and viewer was grounded in the same visual in-

formation about the appearance of these objects, encouraging the production of more ‘iconic’ initial

drawings that more strongly resembled the target object (Verhoef, Kirby, & de Boer, 2016; Perlman,

Dale, & Lupyan, 2015). As their communication became increasingly efficient across repetitions,

their drawings became simpler and apparently more ‘abstract’. An exciting direction for future work

is to develop robust and principled computational measures of the degree of visual correspondence

between any drawing and any target object, thereby shedding light on the nature of visual abstrac-

tion and iconicity.

A second important design choice was the use of a speed bonus incentivizing participants to com-

plete trials quickly. What role do such incentives play in the formation of graphical conventions?

Recent computational models of visual communication have found that both how costly a drawing

is to produce (i.e., time/ink) and how informative a drawing is in context are critical for explaining

the way people spontaneously adjust the level of detail to include in their drawings in one-shot vi-

sual communication tasks (Fan, Hawkins, Wu, & Goodman, 2019). The consequences of this intrin-

sic preference for less costly drawings may be compounded across repetitions, as the accumulation of

interaction history allows people to be equally informative with fewer strokes (Hawkins et al., 2017).

The magnitude of these intrinsic costs may vary across individuals, however, and the speed bonus
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made them explicit.

A major open question raised by our work concerns how people decide what information to

preserve or discard across repetitions. One possibility is that successful viewer comprehension is

attributed to the most recent strokes produced, leading these to be more strongly preserved. For

example, if the viewer was able to correctly identify the target only after the backrest was drawn,

the sketcher may continue to selectively draw this part. Another possibility is that sketchers pre-

serve what they judge to be the most diagnostic information about the target, regardless of when the

viewer made their response. For example, sketchers may focus on drawing the backrest if it strongly

distinguishes the target from distractors in context. Future work should disentangle these possibil-

ities empirically and via development of computational models of visual communication that can

learn from task-related feedback, as well as judge which strokes would be most diagnostic.
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7
Conclusion

In this dissertation, we considered the computational challenge faced by agents trying to communi-

cate in a variable and non-stationary landscape of meaning. We first proposed a hierarchical Bayesian

approach to semantic adaption that formalized three broad mechanisms exposed by the prior litera-

ture, and showed that a neural network instantiation of this model successfully adapted to human

speakers in an interactive natural-language reference game task. Because theories of adaption have

been under-constrained by fine-grained empirical data, we then collected and used recent NLP tech-

niques to analyze a large corpus from a replication of the classic tangrams task. Inspired by insights

from these analyses, we designed a targeted artificial language experiment to test our hypothesis

that context shapes conventions and a graphical communication experiment to test the object- and

interaction-specificity of conventions. We conclude by discussing some broader questions raised by
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the theoretical perspective we have advanced here.

Generalization in language acquisition Throughout our work, we have assumed a

discourse-level structure to an agent’s priors. We assume there is uncertainty over how words are

used in the given conversation, by the current partner. However, there is a broader debate over the

timescales at which lexicons and lexicon learning mechanisms operate. In particular, these hierarchi-

cal learning mechanisms suggest the possibility of a developmental parallel. Are the lexical learning

mechanisms adults use to coordinate on local conventions within an interaction the same as those

supporting language-learning more broadly?

Most laboratory tasks investigating cross-situational word learning only use a single speaker, and

even sophisticated models of cross-situational word learning that account for pragmatic reasoning

about speaker intentions (Frank, Goodman, & Tenenbaum, 2009, e.g.) tend to collapse over who is

talking. Yet, as we have argued throughout this work, there is substantial variability across different

speakers. If the majority of child-directed speech only comes from a single primary caregiver, then

the child may face a difficult generalization problem once they begin interacting with others. Upon

hearing an unfamiliar word from a novel speaker, or a familiar word utterance with an unfamiliar

meaning, it could be a quirk of that particular speaker or indicative of a globally shared convention.

There may therefore be substantial path-dependence in acquisition, as children develop their lexical

prior and become better attuned to the overall variability in the population (see E. V. Clark, 2009,

Chap. 6).

This slow-developing lexical prior is one of several explanation for why young children are so ter-

rible at coordinating on local conventions in repeated reference games (Glucksberg, Krauss, & Weis-

berg, 1966; Krauss & Glucksberg, 1977). When an experimenter feeds them the messages that adult

speakers produced naturally, they had no trouble, even as they reduced down to one- or two-word

utterances. When they played with one another, however, Kindergardeners continued to make er-
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rors even after 15-16 repetitions; children as old as fifth grade only improved with assistance from the

experimenter and never approached the perfect levels of adult performance. Instead of beginning

with the long indefinite descriptions full of hedges and modifiers that adults provide, nursery-school

speakers began with short, highly idiosyncratic descriptions like Mother’s dress. If adult speakers’

long hedge-filled messages are indeed motivated by lexical uncertainty, then perhaps young children

have simply not obtained enough linguistic variability to calibrate their lexical prior. Alternatively,

if the pragmatic reasoning required to produce informative utterance depends on theory of mind,

then the high processing demands of the task may simply be inhibited performance (e.g. Setoh,

Scott, & Baillargeon, 2016). This remains an under-explored puzzle for future developmental re-

search.

Similarities and differences across communication modalities

The oral modality is not well suited to conveying messages mimetically (i.e., iconi-
cally), even though that function is also important to human languages. This func-
tion is, however, very well served by the manual modality. (Goldin-Meadow & Mc-
Neill, 1999, p.155)

More broadly, putting these results together with results from previous chapters raises a critical

question about the role played by communication modality in convention formation. While lin-

guistic communication is powerful and prevalent, research on the dynamics of adaptation in other

communication modalities, including graphical and gestural modalities, is important in several ways.

First, it is a core claim of our hierarchical learning model that the mechanisms underlying adapta-

tion and convention formation are domain-general. In other words, there’s nothing special about

spoken or written language; any ad hoc system that we use to communicate and coordinate with

other minds should display similar learning dynamics because they are all trying to coordinate on

meaning.

Second, because this hierarchical learning model claims a critical role for the global priors we
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build up across many interactions with many individuals, we predict that different communication

modalities should nevertheless display certain systematic differences in their dynamics. For exam-

ple, consider our reference game from Chapter 4 where the targets are complex, abstract geometric

shapes like tangrams. In the verbal modality, these shapes are highly innominate – we don’t have

much experience naming or describing them with words, thus our global prior is rather weak and we

expect local adaptation to play a much bigger role. In the graphical modality, where you must com-

municate by drawing on a sketchpad, on the other hand, agents have a much stronger prior rooted

in assumptions about shared perceptual systems and visual similarity (though see Fan et al., 2018):

explaining these similarity judgements poses its own challenges). Other stimuli have precisely the

opposite property: to distinguish between natural images of dogs, for instance, we may have very

strong priors in the linguistic modality (e.g. ‘husky’, ‘poodle’, ‘pug’, etc) but drawing the necessary

fine distinctions in the graphical modality may be initially very costly, encouraging the formation of

local conventions.

Practically speaking, then, considering repeated reference games across different modalities is nec-

essary to (1) test which adaptation effects, if any, are robust & attributable to general mechanisms

and (2) explain variance across settings where global priors and local adaptation trade off in different

ways. If we adhered solely to the verbal modality, we would be limited to a fairly narrow range of

stimuli (e.g. abstract shapes/tangrams) where behavior in the lab isn’t totally dominated by strong

prior conventions people bring into the interaction. The clearest analogs to repeated linguistic ref-

erence games in the style of (Krauss & Weinheimer, 1964) are Pictionary games like this ones used

in this chapter. where participants were given a whiteboard to draw on instead of an auditory chan-

nel to talk through (Theisen, Oberlander, & Kirby, 2010). For example, Garrod et al. (2007) used

a set of 12 concept words with intuitively uncertain graphical priors as targets (“Robert de Niro”,

“poverty”).

Another modality-based manipulation is to attempt to destroy or scramble any meaningful pri-
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ors that people might carry into the social interaction. For example, Galantucci (2005) introduced a

novel ‘seismograph’ interface for communication – a stylus that could be moved side-to-side or lifted

up or down to make contact with the sketch pad while the vertical dimension drifted downward

at a constant rate. The resulting messages consequently look nothing like the usual kinds of sym-

bols people create: the relationship between motor actions and perceptual output is broken such

that executing a familiar movement for a symbol or numeral instead produces an odd, wavy scrib-

ble. Despite the relative lack of priors on signal meanings in this medium, people were nevertheless

able to converge on successful signaling systems in repeated reference games (Roberts & Galantucci,

2012; Roberts, Lewandowski, & Galantucci, 2015). Other novel modalities used in iterated reference

games include a ‘whistle’ language where movements along a vertical touch bar slider correspond

to changes in pitch (Verhoef, Roberts, & Dingemanse, 2015) and a visual analog where movements

along the slider were presented visually (Verhoef, Walker, & Marghetis, 2016). A unified model of

coordination in communication ought to be able to account for production and comprehension

across these modalities simply by exchanging its encoder and decoder components.

Mechanisms for adaptation While we have focused on how participants coordinate on

lexical meaning, this is only one of many levels at which conventions may form. In more complex

circumstances, there is often initial uncertainty not just about which of a small set of targets a par-

ticular message refers to, but how to represent the relevant targets of reference in the first place.

Learning to communicate effectively may require discovering a lower-dimensional representation

in which the targets of reference vary. For instance, when using sketches to communicate about the

identity of complex pieces of music (Healey, Swoboda, Umata, & King, 2007), a particular set of

strokes could correspond to any number of properties (pitch, tempo, melody, rhythm, intensity) at

any temporal granularity. This is made particularly clear in a classic maze game (Garrod & Ander-

son, 1987): in order to give effective spatial directions, speakers had well-tuned lexical priors but had
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to coordinate on what space of referents to use (e.g. paths, coordinates, lines, landmarks).

Prior theories have assumed representations of lexical meanings are relatively fixed and the only

learning taking place is how one’s partner construes a multi-stable percept. For examine, this seems

to be what Brennan and Clark (1996) had in mind when they coined the term conceptual pact, and

(Stolk et al., 2016) have influentially argued that partners in communication construct shared con-

ceptual spaces. Given present data it is not clear how these two sources of uncertainty could be

teased apart, though certain kinds of conventions (e.g. proper names or acronyms) seem to rely

more on binding new linguistic tokens to meanings than on constructing new conceptualizations.

Thus, we expect both levels of coordination are likely to play an important role. Our probabilistic

model could be extended to handle additional levels of coordination by placing uncertainty over

a hyper-parameter corresponding to the intended feature dimension that must be jointly inferred

with the correspondence along that dimension.

Conventions on networks Speakers use different language to talk with different partners

in different communities (Auer, 2013). For instance, when a scientist is talking to other scientists

about their work, they know they can use efficient technical shorthand that they would avoid when

talking to their non-expert friends and family. How and why does such community-specific short-

hand form in the first place? And how do we represent which conventions are active for different

(novel) partners? While our hierarchical model established mechanisms for convergence within a

community, a natural follow-up question is how people flexibly switch between different sets of

conventions across different communities.

Previous work has probed representations of community membership by manipulating the ex-

tent to which cultural background is shared between speaker and listener. For example, Isaacs and

Clark (1987) paired participants who had either lived in NYC or had never been there for a task refer-

ring to landmarks in the city (e.g. “Rockefeller Center”). Within just a few utterances from a novel
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partner, people could infer whether they were playing with an expert or novice and immediately

adjust their language use to be appropriate for this inferred identity. Social information about a part-

ner’s group can be so important that even players in artificial-language games react to the restrictions

of social anonymity by learning to identify members of their community using distinctive signals

(Roberts, 2010).

An important avenue for future work is to use large-scale networked experiments to evaluate the

hypothesis that a hierarchical representation of conventions includes not just a partner-specific level

and population-wide level but also intermediate community levels. This hypothesis can be formal-

ized by including additional latent representations of community membership into our hierarchi-

cal model. That is, in addition to updating our model of a particular partner based on immediate

feedback, even sparse observations of a partner’s language use may license much broader inferences

about their lexicon via diagnostic information about their social group or background. If some-

one’s favorite song is an obscure B-side from an 80s hardcore band, you can make fairly strong infer-

ences about what else they like to listen to and how similar they might be to you (Vélez, Bridgers, &

Gweon, 2016; Gershman, Pouncy, & Gweon, 2017). Similarly, if someone casually refers to an ob-

scure New York landmark you also recognize, you can safely update your beliefs about their lexicon

to include a number of other conventions shared among New Yorkers. Lexica cluster within social

groups, so inverting this relationship can yield rapid lexical learning from inferences about social

group membership.

Closing thought Language is not some rigid body of knowledge that we acquire at an early

age and deploy mechanically for the rest of our lives. Nor is its evolution a slow, inter-generational

drift. It is a means for communication – a shared interface between minds – and must therefore

adapt over the rapid timescales required by communication. In other words, we are constantly learn-

ing language. Not just one language, but a family of related languages, across every repeated interac-
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tion with every partner.
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